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Leeds Cathedral . . .
We don’t do outreach!
Ben Saunders, Director of Music at Leeds Cathedral, explains why:
It’s Monday morning and the phone rings: “Hello, Ben – I’m
from X Cathedral and I’ve been reading about your wonderful
outreach programme in primary schools. I’d like to pick your
brains, because we want to do the same here.” I thank them for
their kind words, take a deep breath – and begin to explain that
we don’t have an outreach programme, that we have never had
an outreach programme, and that is the main reason we are
successful.

ÓČóēį˂ēŗĳʹ˂ïēóį˂ēè˂TÓÓÏĳ˂°ĻïÓÏį°ą˂ʮ˂zïēĻēĳʕ˂}ēŕ°Č˂ZēįĻēČʮ9ąÓÏïóąą

You may think I am quibbling over semantics here, and of
course we really do have an outreach programme, but just
call it something different. That would be a mistake. Instead,
we have a completely different approach to charitable action,
and it is the polar opposite of an outreach project.
Outreach is something which judiciously (and sometimes
patronisingly) extends a hand over its institutional walls
while keeping the body safe and secure in its fortress. Such
approaches are often concerned with reaching a few primary
schools to aid dwindling chorister recruitment, or to attract
a grant for a new ‘project’. There can follow evidence of
success, such as “Well, we got one ethnic minority child from
a very poor background to join the choir, and he’s now a choral
scholar at Cambridge.”
For me, this simply isn’t good enough. I don’t see in an
outreach project the expression of the radical Christian
belief to preach and teach the gospel to all nations. The
ŢĳïóČéˉ įēÏĳˉ ēèˉ ēŀĻįÓ°Éïˉ ĬįēÿÓÉĻĳˉ ÏóÏČˀĻˉ èÓ°ĻŀįÓˉ ïÓ°Ŕóąŗˉ óČˉ
ĻïÓˉ [Óŕˉ ÓĳĻ°ċÓČĻʙˉ ÈŀĻˉ ŢĳïóČéˉ ēČˉ °ˉ ÈóééÓįˉ ĳÉ°ąÓˉ ÉÓįĻ°óČąŗˉ
did: ‘èĻÓį˂ïÓ˂ï°Ï˂ŢČóĳïÓÏ˂ĳĬÓ°ĂóČéʓ˂ïÓ˂ĳ°óÏ˂Ļē˂óċēČʓ˂ʶzŀĻ˂ēŀĻ˂
into deep water and lower your nets for a catch.” Simon said in
reply, “Master, we have worked hard all night and have caught
nothing, but at your command I will lower the nets.” When they
ï°Ï˂ÏēČÓ˂Ļïóĳʓ˂ĻïÓŗ˂É°ŀéïĻ˂°˂éįÓ°Ļ˂ČŀċÈÓį˂ēè˂Ţĳï˂°ČÏ˂ĻïÓóį˂ČÓĻĳ˂
were tearing.’ ʯTŀĂÓˉʁʧʀʵʂʰ

The image of tearing nets bursting with the catch is a
good metaphor for our schools’ singing and keyboard studies
programmes. Ours is an ambition on an industrial scale – we
°įÓˉąēēĂóČéˉĻēˉŢĳïˉóČˉĻïÓˉÏÓÓĬˉÓŖĬ°ČĳÓˉēèˉĻïÓˉēÉÓ°Čˉį°ĻïÓįˉ
Ļï°Čˉ óČˉ ĻïÓˉ Ó°ĳŗʵĻēʵįÓ°Éïˉ ĳï°ąąēŕĳʘˉ ïįóĳĻó°Čˉ Éï°įóĻóÓĳˉ
°įÓˉ ċēįóÈŀČÏˉ ŕïÓČˉ ĻïÓŗˉ ÉēČĳĻįŀÉĻˉ ŢĳïóČéˉ įēÏĳˉ èįēċˉ ĻïÓˉ
anxieties of defensive interest groups that outreach over
unyielding cathedral walls.
ïÓˉè°ÉĻˉĻï°ĻˉŕÓˉČēŕˉï°ŔÓˉĳēˉċ°ČŗˉąóĻĻąÓˉŢĳïˉʯēŔÓįˉʀʙʁʂɼˉ°Ļˉ
ĻïÓˉą°ĳĻˉÉēŀČĻʰˉóĳˉÈÓÉ°ŀĳÓˉēèˉ°ˉĳĻįŀÉĻŀį°ąˉÈÓČÓŢĻˉïóĻˉēČˉĳēċÓˉ
17 years ago. A cathedral music department is narrow and
ąóċóĻÓÏˉóČˉóĻĳˉĳÉēĬÓˉ°ČÏˉóČţŀÓČÉÓʙˉĳēˉŕÓˉï°ŔÓˉ°ˉÏóēÉÓĳ°ČˉēČÓˉ
instead. Our six Leeds Cathedral choirs (as well as a further 12
óČˉ£°ĂÓŢÓąÏʙˉį°ÏèēįÏʙˉ?°ąóè°Ŗʙˉ?ŀÏÏÓįĳŢÓąÏˉ°ČÏˉzēČĻÓèį°ÉĻʰˉ
are auditioned from the diocesan see (or sea, to continue the
ċÓĻ°ĬïēįʝʰˉēèˉĻïÓˉÉïēēąĳˀˉóČéóČéˉzįēéį°ċċÓʘˉČŗˉċŀĳóÉ°ąˉ
excellence they achieve is not an end in itself, but rather a
consequence of the more important work of education and
evangelism.
ïÓˉ ŗÓ°įˉ ɾɼɾɼˉ ï°ĳˉ ÈÓÓČˉ °ˉ ŔÓįŗˉ Ļēŀéïˉ ēČÓˉ èēįˉ ŀĳˉ °ąąʙˉ °ČÏˉ
ĻïÓįÓˉ °įÓˉ ĳēċÓˉ ŕÓąąʵĬŀÈąóÉóĳÓÏˉ °ČÏˉ °ąĳēˉ Éį°èĻóąŗˉ ÏóĳéŀóĳÓÏˉ
casualties in our sector. I couldn’t help but follow some of these
developing tragedies with growing despair, especially when
ÉąÓįéŗˉ °ČÏˉ ēĻïÓįĳˉ èįēċˉ ĬĳÓŀÏēʵĬįēèÓĳĳóēČ°ąˉ ēįé°Čóĳ°ĻóēČĳˉ
talk strategy rather than take action. Of course strategy is
important, but there is a time and place for it. When you are
in a crisis, and trying to survive, spending time and energy
developing a strategy is possibly the last thing you should
be doing. Instead, you need an organisational structure that
óĳˉŢĻˉèēįˉĬŀįĬēĳÓˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉįóéïĻˉĬÓēĬąÓˉóČˉĬą°ÉÓʘˉĻˉĻï°ĻˉĬēóČĻʙˉ
you can work out what to do and trust colleagues to get
ēČˉŕóĻïˉóĻʘˉ?ÓįÓʙˉCˉĻ°ĂÓˉċŗˉï°ĻˉēèèˉĻēˉzÓĻÓįˉąąŕēēÏˉ°ČÏˉïóĳˉ
fellow trustees who have done exactly this through the new
Cathedral Music Trust, engaging quickly and effectively with
structural reform and getting people in post to deliver on
their charitable objectives and values.

Choral Director Alex Kyle leading a singing session in a Bradford primary school

.....Cont.

www.cathedralmusictrust.org.uk

Financial management also comes to the fore in a crisis
when cash is tight. If there is money to be spent on church
ċŀĳóÉʙˉ óĳˉ óĻˉ įÓ°ąąŗˉ ÓèŢÉóÓČĻˉ Ļēˉ Èŀŗˉ ÈÓĳĬēĂÓˉ ŢĳïóČéˉ įēÏĳʟˉ
Surely it would be better to purchase trawler nets to catch
a generation of young children whose hearts and minds are
at their most open, and to whom the future of church music
ÈÓąēČéĳʟˉ Cĳˉ ˕ɽɼĂˉ ċēĳĻˉ Éï°įóĻ°Èąŗˉ ĳĬÓČĻˉ įÓĻ°óČóČéˉ °ˉ ĳŀĬÓįÈˉ
professional bass or can it instead support the salary for
°ČˉÓŖĬÓįĻˉÉïēį°ąˉÏóįÓÉĻēįˉĻēˉŕēįĂˉŕóĻïˉʁɼɼˉÉïóąÏįÓČˉēČˉèįÓÓˉ
school meals in a cluster of local primary schools with very
ąóĻĻąÓˉ°ÉÉÓĳĳˉĻēˉĮŀ°ąóĻŗˉÉïēį°ąˉċŀĳóÉʟ
Christianity is a radical, revolutionary belief with a moral
imperative. We are not a building preservation society, or
an elite social club entrusted with the preservation of the
status quo. Cathedral churches are centres of prayer, patrons
of musical excellence, leaders in education and a locus of
spiritual enrichment seeking to address poverty in all its
forms. We are either Church musicians or we aren’t. If we
are, then we surely need to keep that moral clarity in our
work and focus on those truths creatively. And we need to
heed the call to action intrinsic to our faith.
CČ˂[ēŔÓċÈÓįʓ˂ĻïÓ˂ óēÉÓĳÓ˂ēè˂TÓÓÏĳ˂Éïēēąĳʹ˂óČéóČé˂zįēéį°ċċÓ˂
ŕ°ĳ˂ °ŕ°įÏÓÏ˂ °˂ }ēŗ°ą˂ zïóąï°įċēČóÉ˂ ēÉóÓĻŗ˂ CČĳĬóį°ĻóēČ˂ ŕ°įÏ˂
for their work during lockdown. Our congratulations to all
concerned!
Ben Saunders comments : “It’s been a real boost for our team
of choral directors under the leadership of Tom Leech to see how
their hard work and innovation during the lockdown has been
recognised in these ‘musical Oscars’. It is a privilege to share a
stage with some of the greats of the international music industry.”

The Cathedral Choirs’
Emergency Fund
ïįóĳĻēĬïÓį˂9ēŕÓį˂įÓĬēįĻĳʕ
?ŗċČĳˉ ï°ŔÓˉ °ąŕ°ŗĳˉ ÈÓÓČˉ
important to me, and ‘Ye that
know the Lord is gracious’
is among my favourites, for,
like all great hymns, it speaks
to our time. The author was
Cyril Alington, a priest and a
distinguished educationalist
and scholar, who, after
headships at Shrewsbury and
$ĻēČʙˉ ŕ°ĳˉ Ó°Čˉ ēèˉ ŀįï°ċˉ èįēċˉ ɽʅɿɿʵʁɽʘˉ ïÓˉ ŢįĳĻˉ ŔÓįĳÓˉ
includes the lines ‘towers that may tell forth salvation, walls
Ļï°Ļˉċ°ŗˉįÓʵÓÉïēˉĬį°óĳÓˀʘˉ8ēįˉċ°ČŗˉÉÓČĻŀįóÓĳʙˉóČˉéēēÏˉĻóċÓĳˉ
and in bad, our cathedral choirs have sung those praises,
day by day maintaining the opus Dei. This last year, however,
their music has been silenced, at least for a time. Articles
in the previous edition of Cathedral Voice underlined the
crisis facing cathedral music and explored how foundations
were coping with a unique situation. The setting up of
the Cathedral Choirs’ Emergency Fund (CCEF) and the
įÓĳĬēČĳÓĳˉ Ļï°Ļˉ óĻˉ ÓŔēĂÓÏˉ ŕÓįÓˉ ĳÓĻˉ ēŀĻˉ óČˉ zÓĻÓįˉ ąąŕēēÏˀĳˉ
article ‘Responding to a crisis’. Over the past eight months,
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a number of us have been closely involved with the fund, so
Čēŕˉóĳˉ°ˉéēēÏˉĻóċÓˉĻēˉÓŖĬ°ČÏˉēČˉĻïÓˉÈ°ÉĂéįēŀČÏˉĻï°ĻˉzÓĻÓįˉ
gave to you and to report on progress.
CČˉ Z°įÉïʙˉ °Ļˉ ĻïÓˉ ĻóċÓˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓˉ ŢįĳĻˉ ąēÉĂÏēŕČˉ °ČÏˉ ÈÓèēįÓˉ
ĻïÓˉŢįĳĻˉèŀįąēŀéïˉĳÉïÓċÓˉŕ°ĳˉ°ČČēŀČÉÓÏʙˉóĻˉĮŀóÉĂąŗˉÈÓÉ°ċÓˉ
apparent that cathedral music, as we know it, was seriously
under threat. I immediately began contacting directors of
ċŀĳóÉˉ °ČÏˉ ÏÓ°Čĳˉ °ČÏˉ ÉēċĬóąóČéˉ ÏÓĻ°óąĳˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓˉ ÏóèŢÉŀąĻóÓĳˉ
they were experiencing. Along with accounts of inevitable
ĳïēįĻè°ąąĳˉóČˉŢČ°ČÉÓˉÉ°ċÓˉċ°ČŗˉóČÏóŔóÏŀ°ąˉįÓĳĬēČĳÓĳʙˉĻŕēˉēèˉ
ŕïóÉïˉCˉĮŀēĻÓʚˉʿÏóèŢÉŀąĻˉÏÓÉóĳóēČĳˉŕóąąˉï°ŔÓˉĻēˉÈÓˉċ°ÏÓˉŕïÓČˉ
work returns as the cathedral faces bankruptcy’ and ‘social
distancing rules will affect cathedral bookings and add
°ÏÏóĻóēČ°ąˉĬ°óČˉĻēˉēŀįˉÏÓĳĬÓį°ĻÓˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĳóĻŀ°ĻóēČˀʘˉ ÓĳĬóĻÓˉ
their anxieties, all expressed their thanks – thanks that we
had been in touch with them and that we had expressed
concern for their situation. Cathy Dew, CMT’s Operations
Director, collated the replies I received and produced
them in a tabulated form. As was to be expected, no two
cathedrals had taken the same actions, but in all cases their
music teams could not continue to work normally. Even at
this early stage, requests were coming in for immediate
ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉïÓąĬʘˉ£ÓˉŕÓįÓˉČēĻˉóČˉ°ˉĬēĳóĻóēČˉĻēˉÈÓˉ°ÈąÓˉĻēˉēèèÓįˉ
this, but we did promise that we were working on some sort
of support package, should funds allow.

As the information came in, I shared it with Stephen
Darlington, Chairman of the Ouseley Church Music Trust
(OCMT). It was from this initial collaboration, and following
discussions between our Chairman and Stephen, that the
$8ˉŕ°ĳˉèēįċÓÏʘˉzÓĻÓįˉĳÓĻˉēŀĻˉĻïÓˉÈ°ÉĂéįēŀČÏˉóČˉïóĳˉąÓĻĻÓįˉ
to Council on 9 April – both organisations had agreed to
ÉēċċóĻˉ˕ɾʁɼĂʙˉóČˉēŀįˉÉ°ĳÓˉʿŀĳóČéˉéį°ČĻˉįÓĳÓįŔÓĳˉ°ČÏˉēĻïÓįˉ
funds already agreed by Council last year’. The decision was
made that CMT would host the fund under the management
ēèˉēŀįˉįÓ°ĳŀįÓįʙˉ[Óóąˉz°éÓʙˉ°ČÏˉĻï°ĻˉZˉŕēŀąÏˉ°ąĳēˉï°ČÏąÓˉ
°ąąˉ ĻïÓˉ °ÏċóČóĳĻį°ĻóēČʘˉ zÓĻÓįˀĳˉ ąÓĻĻÓįˉ ŕÓČĻˉ ēČʚˉ ʿ óįÓÉĻēįĳˉ ēèˉ
ċŀĳóÉˉèÓ°įˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉÏóèŢÉŀąĻóÓĳˉēČÉÓˉįÓĳĻįóÉĻóēČĳˉ
are lifted and choirs reform. Many singers face returning
ĻēˉÉ°ĻïÓÏį°ąĳˉĻï°Ļˉŕóąąˉï°ŔÓˉĳŀèèÓįÓÏˉĳÓŔÓįÓˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĳĻį°óČĳˉ
and will be under strong pressure to make cuts to pay
ÓĳĳÓČĻó°ąˉ ĳĻ°èèˉ °ČÏˉ è°ÈįóÉˉ ċ°óČĻÓČ°ČÉÓˉ ÉēĳĻĳʘˀˉ ʯ?ēŕˉ ĻįŀÓˉ
Ļï°ĻˉēÈĳÓįŔ°ĻóēČˉï°ĳˉĬįēŔÓÏˉĻēˉÈÓʘʰˉēċÓˉŢŔÓˉÏ°ŗĳˉą°ĻÓįʙˉĻïÓˉ
Choirs Schools’ Association (CSA) also joined us and agreed
ĻēˉÉēČĻįóÈŀĻÓˉ°ˉèŀįĻïÓįˉ˕ɾʁɼĂˉĻēˉĻïÓˉèŀČÏʘˉCĻˉŕ°ĳˉ°ĻˉĻïóĳˉĬēóČĻˉ
that representatives from each organisation came together
to form the committee.
As soon as the fund was open to the public, generous
donations from individuals began to come in, often with
words of support. These, combined with many innovative
fundraising initiatives, lifted the total. At the time of writing
ʯ[ēŔÓċÈÓįˉ ɾɼɾɼʰˉ Ļŕēˉ ċēįÓˉ ĬįēÿÓÉĻĳˉ ʷˉ ēċĬąóČÓʙˉ °ČÏˉ ĻïÓˉ
Toccata and Fugue extravaganza – are nearing completion,

w w w.cathedralmusic trus t .org.uk

ĬŀĳïóČéˉĻïÓˉèŀČÏˉĻ°ČĻ°ąóĳóČéąŗˉÉąēĳÓˉĻēˉēŀįˉïēĬÓÏʵèēįˉĻ°įéÓĻˉ
ēèˉ˕ɽċˉʯĳŀÈĳÓĮŀÓČĻąŗˉįÓ°ÉïÓÏˉóČˉ ÓÉÓċÈÓįʙˉĳÓÓˉĬ°éÓĳˉɽɿˉ̒ˉɽʀʰʘ
In the same week that the CSA joined us, the Dean of
ēŀĻïŕ°įĂˉ ĬŀĻˉ ċÓˉ óČˉ ĻēŀÉïˉ ŕóĻïˉ ZóÉï°Óąˉ ZóČĻ°ʙˉ ?Ó°Ïˉ ēèˉ
óĳïēĬįóÉĳˉ °ČÏˉ °ĻïÓÏį°ąĳˉ °Ļˉ ĻïÓˉ ïŀįÉïˉ ēċċóĳĳóēČÓįĳʘˉ
I discussed with him our plans and the ways in which we
hoped to be able to offer support to cathedral musicians.
ZóÉï°Óąˉ ÈÓÉ°ċÓˉ °ˉ ĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻˉ ÉēČĻ°ÉĻˉ èēįˉ zÓĻÓįʙˉ [Óóąˉ °ČÏˉ
Stephen, and also for me, ultimately leading to him gaining
°éįÓÓċÓČĻˉèįēċˉĻïÓˉēċċóĳĳóēČÓįĳˉĻēˉċ°ĂÓˉ°Ŕ°óą°ÈąÓˉ˕ɽċˉ
to help cathedrals to continue to employ their musicians.
The Commissioners’ decision was to restrict their funding
to supporting alto, tenor and bass singers – clerks and
choral scholars – through the autumn term. Each cathedral
was given a grant that represented a third of the annual cost
of the back rows of its choir. This was a landmark decision
èēįˉĻïÓˉēċċóĳĳóēČÓįĳʙˉ°ĳˉóĻˉŕ°ĳˉĻïÓˉŢįĳĻˉĻóċÓˉĻï°ĻˉĻïÓŗˉï°Ïˉ
éóŔÓČˉ éį°ČĻĳˉ ĳēąÓąŗˉ èēįˉ É°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉ ċŀĳóÉʘˉ £óĻïˉ Ļïóĳˉ ċŀÉïʵ
needed support in place, the CCEF could now look ahead
and accept applications for grants that would provide help
to cathedrals through the following two terms.

It is not perhaps widely known that the Commissioners
ï°ŔÓˉĻēˉįÓĳĻįóÉĻˉĻïÓóįˉ°ĻĻÓČĻóēČˉ°ČÏˉèŀČÏóČéˉĻēˉĻïÓˉʀɾˉ$Čéąóĳïˉ
cathedrals. This meant that all the other cathedrals in the
UK and in Ireland, Anglican and Roman Catholic, could not
receive the support given by the Commissioners to their
English counterparts. As their needs were no less great, it
was agreed that the CCEF would give them the same level of
ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉïÓąĬˉ°ĳˉŕ°ĳˉéóŔÓČˉĻēˉĻïÓˉʀɾˉʯóʘÓʘʙˉĻïÓˉÉēĳĻˉēèˉĻïÓˉÈ°ÉĂˉ
row of the choir) for the autumn term. Cathedrals which
did not maintain a regular pattern of at least three choral
services a week were excluded. To fairly fund the cathedrals
that did qualify required a good deal of research, which
largely fell on the shoulders of our Treasurer. Neil learned
a considerable amount about these cathedrals, especially
those throughout Eire. The grants were given in September
°ČÏˉ ĻēĻ°ąąÓÏˉ ˕ɽʁʅĂʘˉ £ïÓįÓˉ °Čˉ óČÏóŔóÏŀ°ąˉ É°ĻïÓÏį°ąˀĳˉ
expenditure on music was noticeably large, the grant had to
ÈÓˉÉ°ĬĬÓÏˉ°Ļˉ˕ɾɼĂʘ
The CCEF committee met regularly through the year
ŀČÏÓįˉ ĻïÓˉ Éï°óįċ°ČĳïóĬˉ ēèˉ zÓĻÓįˉ ąąŕēēÏʘˉ CČˉ ĻïÓˉ ąóéïĻˉ ēèˉ
frequently changing circumstances, and, indeed, of the
welcome action taken by the Commissioners, we often
had to adjust our decisions; but, in the end, the way ahead
became clearer. While the Commissioners had decided that
ĻïÓŗˉ ŕóĳïÓÏˉ Ļēˉ ĳŀĬĬēįĻˉ ĻïÓˉ ˉ ÉēĳĻĳˉ ēèˉ Éïēóįĳˉ óČˉ ĻïÓˉ ʀɾˉ
cathedrals, our committee determined that applications
ċ°ÏÓˉĻēˉĻïÓˉ$8ˉèēįˉĻïÓˉŢįĳĻˉĻŕēˉĻÓįċĳˉēèˉɾɼɾɽˉÉēŀąÏˉÈÓˉ
for any aspect of cathedral music that required emergency

ĳŀĬĬēįĻʘˉ ąąˉ °ĬĬąóÉ°ĻóēČĳˉ ŕēŀąÏˉ ÈÓˉ °ĳĳÓĳĳÓÏˉ ēČˉ °ˉ ČÓÓÏĳʵ
įÓą°ĻÓÏˉ È°ĳóĳʘˉ CČˉ ēįÏÓįˉ Ļēˉ įÓŢČÓˉ °ČÏˉ ĻóéïĻÓČˉ ĻïÓˉ ĳÉįŀĻóČŗˉ
of applications, it was further agreed that a CCEF sifting
ÉēċċóĻĻÓÓˉÈÓˉĳÓĻˉŀĬʙˉÉï°óįÓÏˉÈŗˉzįēèÓĳĳēįˉ °įąóČéĻēČʙˉŕóĻïˉ
two representatives from each of the three organisations:
èįēċˉ Zʙˉ [Óóąˉ z°éÓˉ °ČÏˉ ċŗĳÓąèʛˉ èįēċˉ aZʙˉ 9óąąó°Čˉ
zÓįĂóČĳˉ °ČÏˉ Z°įĻóČˉ £óąąó°ċĳʛˉ °ČÏˉ èįēċˉ ʙˉ ŀĳ°Čˉ }ÓÓĳˉ
and Jonathan Milton. Each application would need to be
ĳŀĬĬēįĻÓÏˉÈŗˉ°ˉéēēÏˉÏÓ°ąˉēèˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉóČèēįċ°ĻóēČʙˉóČÉąŀÏóČéˉ
ÉēČĻóČéÓČÉŗˉ Ĭą°Čĳʘˉ ŀÏéÓĻĳˉ °ČÏˉ °ÉÉēŀČĻĳˉ ĳïēŀąÏˉ ĳïēŕˉ
ÓŔóÏÓČÉÓˉēèˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĬįŀÏÓČÉÓˉ°ČÏˉ°ˉĻį°ÉĂˉįÓÉēįÏˉēèˉĳŀĬĬēįĻˉ
for music within the cathedral’s overall music budget.
ïēįĻʵĻēʵċÓÏóŀċʵĻÓįċˉĳŀĳĻ°óČ°ÈóąóĻŗˉ°ČÏˉïēŕˉĻ°įéÓĻÓÏˉ°ČÏˉ
appropriate the grant application was were also matters that
the scrutiny committee would take into account. Questions
we asked included what musical activities would have to be
ĳŀĳĬÓČÏÓÏˉóèˉĻïÓˉéį°ČĻˉŕ°ĳČˀĻˉ°ŕ°įÏÓÏʘˉ°ĳÓÏˉēČˉĻïÓˉ°ċēŀČĻˉ
ŕÓˉ ŕÓįÓˉ ąóĂÓąŗˉ Ļēˉ ï°ŔÓˉ °Ŕ°óą°ÈąÓʙˉ ŀĬŕ°įÏĳˉ ēèˉ ˕ʄɼɼĂʙˉ ĻïÓįÓˉ
ŕēŀąÏˉï°ŔÓˉĻēˉÈÓˉ°ˉéį°ČĻˉÉ°ĬˉēèˉÉóįÉ°ˉ˕ʀɼĂʘˉąąˉÉ°ĻïÓÏį°ąĳˉóČˉ
the UK and Ireland were welcome to apply.
ŗˉ ĻïÓˉ ÉąēĳóČéˉ Ï°ĻÓʙˉ ŕÓˉ įÓÉÓóŔÓÏˉ ʀʄˉ °ĬĬąóÉ°ĻóēČĳʙˉ ŕïóÉïˉ
ĻēéÓĻïÓįˉ ĻēĻ°ąąÓÏˉ ˕ɾʘɿċʙˉ į°ČéóČéˉ èįēċˉ įÓą°ĻóŔÓąŗˉ ċēÏÓĳĻˉ
įÓĮŀÓĳĻĳˉēèˉ°įēŀČÏˉ˕ɽɼĂˉĻēˉĳŀċĳˉÉąēĳÓˉĻēˉ°ČÏˉÈÓŗēČÏˉ˕ɽʁɼĂʘˉ
This gives readers the level of challenge and responsibility
presented to members of the scrutiny committee. At
ĻïÓˉ ĻóċÓˉ ēèˉ ŕįóĻóČéʙˉ ŕÓˉ ï°ŔÓˉ ÿŀĳĻˉ ïÓąÏˉ ēŀįˉ ŢįĳĻˉ ċÓÓĻóČéʘˉ
$ŖĻįÓċÓąŗˉ ÏóèŢÉŀąĻˉ ÏÓÉóĳóēČĳˉ ŕóąąˉ ï°ŔÓˉ Ļēˉ ÈÓˉ ċ°ÏÓʘˉ £ïÓČˉ
ĻïÓˉ ŢČ°ąˉ ÏÓĻÓįċóČ°ĻóēČĳˉ ï°ŔÓˉ ÈÓÓČˉ ÉēċĬąÓĻÓÏʙˉ ĻïÓįÓˉ ŕóąąˉ
be some cathedral chapters who will be cheered by the
level of grant that has been awarded to them, while others
will be disappointed. We all have to bear in mind, however,
that a relatively modest grant can transform the work of an
impoverished foundation and has a proportionally much
greater effect than the same amount given to a cathedral
which has greater resources and greater ability to recover.
That recovery of cathedral music is something we earnestly
ąēēĂˉ èēįŕ°įÏˉ Ļēˉ ŕïÓČˉ Ï°ŗʵĻēʵÏ°ŗˉ living returns to what is
familiar to us. Then our choirs will be able to sing once again
– with hopefully all their singers returned – resuming their
place in the daily round of services.
CˉÈÓé°ČˉŕóĻïˉ°ˉĮŀēĻ°ĻóēČˉèįēċˉĻïÓˉŢįĳĻˉŔÓįĳÓˉēèˉąóČéĻēČˀĳˉ
ïŗċČʘˉ z°įĻóÉŀą°įąŗˉ óČˉ ĻïÓĳÓˉ Éï°ąąÓČéóČéˉ ĻóċÓĳʙˉ ĻïÓˉ ÉąēĳóČéˉ
lines of the last verse should be an encouragement to us,
wherever we are, whatever our circumstances and whatever
our involvement in cathedral music:

‘tell the tale of sins forgiven,
strength renewed and hope
restored,
till the earth in tune with
heaven,
praise and magnify the Lord.’

Since this article was written, it has been announced that the
£1m raised has been used to support 45 foundations across
the UK and in Ireland.

Contac t the Editor – editorc v@fcm.org.uk
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How DFC grants are used
Z°ŀįóÉÓ˂QÓČŕįóÉĂʮzóÓįÉŗ˂ŕįóĻÓĳʕ
While the launch of the new Cathedral Music Trust and
the very successful appeal for the Cathedral Choirs’
Emergency Fund has rightly attracted much attention,
work carries on at the Diamond Fund for Choristers (DFC)
to raise funds for CMT’s programme of revenue grants
designed to help cathedral choirs mainly with the expense
ēèˉ ŢČÏóČéˉ °ČÏˉ Ļį°óČóČéˉ ÉïēįóĳĻÓįĳʘˉ ïÓĳÓˉ éį°ČĻĳʙˉ °ąĻïēŀéïˉ
often modest in size, can be spent immediately, and in
èŀąąʙˉ ŀČąóĂÓˉ ÓČÏēŕċÓČĻˉ éį°ČĻĳʘˉ ʯēˉ éÓČÓį°ĻÓˉ ĳŀèŢÉóÓČĻˉ
įÓŔÓČŀÓˉ èēįˉ °ˉ ċ°Ŗóċŀċˉ ˕ʁĂˉ įÓŔÓČŀÓˉ éį°ČĻˉ ŕēŀąÏˉ Ļ°ĂÓˉ °ˉ
˕ɼʘʁċˉÓČÏēŕċÓČĻˉŗóÓąÏóČéˉɽ̀ˉĬʘ°ʘʰˉïÓŗˉĻïÓįÓèēįÓˉĬįēŔóÏÓˉ
CMT with an important resource. As readers are no doubt
aware, DFC raises this income mainly from sources outside
the charity, including philanthropists, chorister families,
the general public, concerts and even church collections.
?ēŕÓŔÓįʙˉ8ZˉċÓċÈÓįĳˉï°ŔÓˉ°ąĳēˉéÓČÓįēŀĳąŗˉÉēČĻįóÈŀĻÓÏʙˉ
even to the point of leaving money to the DFC in their wills,
and we hope many more will consider doing so.
CČˉ ɾɼɾɼʙˉ èŀČÏĳˉ į°óĳÓÏˉ Èŗˉ 8ˉ ï°ŔÓˉ ÈÓÓČˉ éį°ČĻÓÏˉ Ļēˉ
TÓÓÏĳˉ }ēċ°Čˉ °ĻïēąóÉˉ °ČÏˉ ą°ÉĂÈŀįČˉ É°ĻïÓÏį°ąĳˉ Ļēˉ ïÓąĬˉ
ŢČ°ČÉÓˉ ēŀĻįÓ°Éïˉ ĬįēÿÓÉĻĳʙˉ Ļēˉ ïÓąċĳèēįÏˉ èēįˉ ŔēóÉÓˉ ĻŀóĻóēČʙˉ
and to Newport and St Asaph cathedrals for instrument
ąÓĳĳēČĳʘˉ [ÓŕÉ°ĳĻąÓʙˉ £Óąąĳˉ °ČÏˉ ?ÓŖï°ċˉ ÈÈÓŗˉ ÉēČĻóČŀÓˉ Ļēˉ
ÈÓČÓŢĻˉèįēċˉċŀąĻóʵ°ČČŀ°ąˉéį°ČĻĳˉèēįˉŔēóÉÓˉĻį°óČóČéʙˉ°ĳˉÏēÓĳˉ
zēįĻĳċēŀĻïˉ °ĻïÓÏį°ąˉ èēįˉ ēŀĻįÓ°Éïˉ ŕēįĂʘˉ ïÓˉ Ĭ°ČÏÓċóÉˉ
has obviously been very disruptive of normal routines, but
several cathedrals continued to offer training online, and
Leeds Cathedral managed to maintain their schools’ singing
°ČÏˉ ĂÓŗÈē°įÏˉ ĳĻŀÏóÓĳˉ Ĭįēéį°ċċÓĳˉ ŕóĻïˉ ŀĬŕ°įÏĳˉ ēèˉ ʀʙɼɼɼˉ
schoolchildren in Yorkshire with scarcely a missed heartbeat.
Leeds is, as far as we know, the only cathedral in the UK to
recruit every member of its cathedral choir, from choristers
to adult lay clerks, through its schools’ singing programme.

Chelmsford choristers

At Chelmsford, voice training has been offered for the
ŢįĳĻˉ ĻóċÓˉ Ļēˉ ÈēĻïˉ ĻïÓˉ Èēŗĳˀˉ °ČÏˉ éóįąĳˀˉ Éïēóįĳʙˉ Ļï°ČĂĳˉ Ļēˉ °ˉ
revenue grant from funds raised by DFC. James Davy,
aįé°ČóĳĻˉ ̒ˉ Z°ĳĻÓįˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓˉ ïēįóĳĻÓįĳʙˉ ŕįóĻÓĳʚˉ ʿ£Óˉ °įÓˉ
enormously grateful for the generosity of these grants,
°ąąēŕóČéˉ ŀĳˉ Ļēˉ ēèèÓįˉ °ˉ ŢįĳĻʵį°ĻÓˉ ċŀĳóÉ°ąˉ ÓÏŀÉ°ĻóēČˉ èēįˉ
ĻïÓˉ É°ĻïÓÏį°ąˀĳˉ ÉïēįóĳĻÓįĳʘˉ ïÓˉ ÈÓČÓŢĻĳˉ °įÓˉ ÓŔóÏÓČĻˉ °ČÏˉ
°ąąˉ Èį°ČÉïÓĳˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓˉ Éïēóįĳˉ ï°ŔÓˉ ţēŀįóĳïÓÏʘˀˉ ïÓˉ éį°ČĻĳˉ
permitted vocal training to continue during pandemic
lockdowns, and for chorister training to be integrated
better with that received by the lower registers. When the
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choirs reassembled in September, they were able to pick
up quickly, as though there had been no interruption since
March, and the choral tradition at Chelmsford remains
in good health despite the most serious challenge to it in
living memory. As James put it, the grants had (and will
ÉēČĻóČŀÓˉĻēˉï°ŔÓʰˉè°įʵįÓ°ÉïóČéˉÓèèÓÉĻĳʘ

}ÓïÓ°įĳóČé˂èēį˂°˂ÉēČÉÓįĻ˂óČ˂9ēĳĬēįĻ˂ŕóĻï˂ċÓċÈÓįĳ˂ēè˂zēįĻĳċēŀĻï˂°ĻïÓÏį°ą˂ïēóį

zēįĻĳċēŀĻïˉ°ĻïÓÏį°ąʙˉ°ČēĻïÓįˉįÓÉóĬóÓČĻˉēèˉéį°ČĻˉèŀČÏóČéˉ
raised by DFC, has an ambitious and successful outreach
programme called Cathedral Sing! °Éįēĳĳˉ ?°ċĬĳïóįÓˉ °ČÏˉ
the Isle of Wight. Teams from the cathedral worked with
over a thousand children from a broad range of schools
and backgrounds on a number of inspiring projects in
classrooms, choir stalls and through events in their local
communities. The majority of their projects included
teaching and rehearsal sessions, where professional singing
leaders worked on a ratio of about 15 children to one adult.
Staff continue to look at new ways to develop programmes
to encourage children to discover their voices through the
power of music. Some of the children commented after a
special Choral Evensong: “Thank you for choosing us! It was
ĻïÓˉ ÈÓĳĻˉ ĻïóČéˉ ÓŔÓįʘʾˉ ʽCĻˉ ŕ°ĳˉ Z¬C[9ʝˉ ÓĳĻˉ ĻóċÓˉ ÓŔÓįʝʾˉ ʽCˉ
loved the sound of the powerful organ.”
8ʵį°óĳÓÏˉèŀČÏĳˉ°ąĳēˉïÓąĬˉ°ˉĳċ°ąąˉČŀċÈÓįˉēèˉÉïēįóĳĻÓįĳˉóČˉ
need. One such case concerns the remarkable experiences
ēèˉ °ˉ ÉēŀĬąÓˉ ŕóĻïˉ °ˉ ɿʵŗÓ°įʵēąÏˉ Ï°ŀéïĻÓįˉ ŕïēʙˉ ï°ŔóČéˉ ċ°ÏÓˉ
ĻïÓˉ°éēČóĳóČéˉÏÓÉóĳóēČˉĻēˉąÓ°ŔÓˉĻïÓóįˉČ°ĻóŔÓˉą°ČÏʙˉţÓÏˉĻēˉĻïóĳˉ
country and claimed asylum at a UK airport. The family spent
ĳóŖˉąēČéˉŗÓ°įĳˉóČˉĻïÓˉ°ĳŗąŀċˉĳŗĳĻÓċʙˉąóŔóČéˉēČˉ˕ʁˉÓ°Éïˉ°ˉÏ°ŗʙˉ
before their case was decided. The parents were not allowed
Ļēˉ ŕēįĂˉ °ČÏˉ ï°Ïˉ Čēˉ °ÉÉÓĳĳˉ Ļēˉ ÈÓČÓŢĻĳʘˉ ïÓóįˉ Ï°ŀéïĻÓįʙˉ ąÓĻˉ
us call her Leila, began to show a great love of singing and
interest in music. To cut a long story short, she was spotted
at a school concert by a professional opera singer, who gave
her free singing lessons. She then auditioned for her local
cathedral’s choir, was offered a choristership, became a
ċŀÉïʵŔ°ąŀÓÏˉċÓċÈÓįˉēèˉĻïÓˉÉïēóįʙˉ°ČÏˉï°ĳˉČēŕˉÈÓÓČˉēèèÓįÓÏˉ
a place at a prestigious music school; her dream is to become
°ˉĬįēèÓĳĳóēČ°ąˉĳóČéÓįʘˉ?ÓįˉċēĻïÓįˉĳ°ŗĳʚˉʽïÓˉĳŀĬĬēįĻˉĻï°ĻˉĻïÓˉ
Diamond Fund is providing for her is indescribable. These
words cannot express the gratitude we feel. My daughter
says she wants to become a famous singer and support
ēĻïÓįˉ ÉïóąÏįÓČˉ °ĳˉ ŗēŀˉ Ïēʘˉ ï°ČĂˉ ŗēŀˉ èēįˉ ĻïÓˉ ąóèÓʵÉï°ČéóČéˉ
opportunity for her and the support you have given talented
children in need.” What a wonderful story!
ïįóĳĻēĬïÓį˂9ēŕÓį˂ŕįóĻÓĳʕ
ʿïÓĳÓˉ ĳċ°ąąˉ įÓŔÓČŀÓˉ éį°ČĻĳˉ °įÓˉ ēèˉ ÓČēįċēŀĳˉ ÈÓČÓŢĻˉ Ļēˉ
cathedrals and to the families of individual choristers. Their
ĳóéČóŢÉ°ČÉÓˉè°įˉēŀĻŕÓóéïĳˉĻïÓóįˉċēČÓĻ°įŗˉŔ°ąŀÓʘˀ
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News from . . .
St Andrew’s Scottish Episcopal
Cathedral, Aberdeen
óċēČ˂9ąÓČ°įĻïŀįʓ˂ }˂èēį˂ÈÓįÏÓÓČ˂̋˂aįĂČÓŗʓ˂ŕįóĻÓĳʕ
St Andrew’s Cathedral - photo Bill Harrison

ÈÓˉaįé°ČóĳĻˉ̒ˉ óįÓÉĻēįˉēèˉZŀĳóÉˉ°Ļˉŕï°ĻˉóĳˉČēŕˉʯïēĬÓèŀąąŗˉ
only temporarily) known as St Andrew’s Church, and the
organ in St Andrew’s is being played regularly and fully
maintained.
It is to be fervently hoped that matters can be rapidly
resolved, St Andrew’s reopened as the diocesan cathedral,
°ČÏˉ Ļï°Ļʙˉ ŕïÓČˉ ēŔóÏˉ įÓĳĻįóÉĻóēČĳˉ °įÓˉ ŢČ°ąąŗˉ ąóèĻÓÏʙˉ ĻïÓˉ
ïóéïʵĮŀ°ąóĻŗˉ ċŀĳóÉ°ąˉ ēèèÓįóČéˉ °Ļˉ Ļˉ ČÏįÓŕˀĳˉ É°Čˉ ÈÓˉ èŀąąŗˉ
restored.

Westminster Cathedral
Terry Duffy, who was Organist of Liverpool Metropolitan
Cathedral (1963-93) and Director of Music (2004-07), gives his
opinion about the present situation at Westminster Cathedral:

St Andrew’s Cathedral, Aberdeen has been in need of major
maintenance work for some time. The cathedral’s trustees
°ČÏˉ zįēŔēĳĻˉ ÓĳĻ°ÈąóĳïÓÏˉ ÏÓŔÓąēĬċÓČĻˉ ÉēċċóĻĻÓÓĳʙˉ
and much was done to initiate essential repairs to the
roof, repair essential drainage, improve speaker/sound
systems, and install new boilers. Unfortunately, heating
pipework fractured under new boiler pressures and
the required repairs would take months to complete.
Worship in the cathedral would not be possible until
adequate heating was available, and the decision was
įÓąŀÉĻ°ČĻąŗˉ įÓ°ÉïÓÏˉ óČˉ OŀČÓˉ ɾɼɾɼˉ Ļēˉ ÉąēĳÓˉ ĻïÓˉ É°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉ
èįēċˉ ɾɼ ÓĬĻÓċÈÓįˉ ɾɼɾɼʙˉ °ČÏˉ Ļēˉ ċēŔÓˉ ĻïÓˉ ÉēČéįÓé°ĻóēČˉ
and the entire musical entity to St Mary’s Church, Carden
zą°ÉÓʙˉ ÈÓįÏÓÓČʙˉ ŕïóÉïˉ ŕ°ĳˉ Ļēˉ ÈÓÉēċÓˉ ĻïÓˉ °ÉĻóČéˉ ʿĬįēʵ
cathedral’. A full evaluation is planned to assess all that
would be necessary to return St Andrew’s to its original
status as a cathedral.
ŀįóČéˉ ēŔóÏʵɽʅˉ įÓĳĻįóÉĻóēČĳʙˉ ĻïÓˉ ċŀĳóÉ°ąˉ ēèèÓįóČéˉ ŕ°ĳˉ
to be limited to a cantor and organist under the direction
of Christopher Cromar, the new aįé°ČóĳĻˉ ̒ˉ óįÓÉĻēįˉ ēèˉ
Musicˉ °Ļˉ Ļˉ ČÏįÓŕˀĳˉ °ĻïÓÏį°ąʘˉ ?ēŕÓŔÓįʙˉ ĻïÓˉ óĳïēĬˉ ēèˉ
ÈÓįÏÓÓČˉ̒ˉaįĂČÓŗˉĳŀÈĳÓĮŀÓČĻąŗˉÏÓÉóÏÓÏˉČēĻˉĻēˉċēŔÓˉĻïÓˉ
Ļˉ ČÏįÓŕˀĳˉ Éïēóįˉ °ČÏˉ óĻĳˉ ÏóįÓÉĻēįˉ Ļēˉ ĻïÓˉ ĬįēʵÉ°ĻïÓÏį°ąʘˉ
As I write, the matter is in the hands of the trustees of St
Andrew’s and others, and is currently unresolved.
Christopher Cromar arrived in his new post (succeeding
zįēèÓĳĳēįˉ ČÏįÓŕˉ ZēįįóĳĳēČʙˉ ŕïēĳÓˉ ĻÓČŀįÓˉ ēèˉ ēŔÓįˉ ɿɼˉ
years had led to a highly developed musical offering at
St Andrew’s and a renowned and versatile choir) at the
very moment the March lockdown struck. Christopher,
an acclaimed organist and choir director, continues to

Ļˉ ĻïÓˉ ÓČÏˉ ēèˉ Z°įÉïˉ ɾɼɽʅʙˉ Éïēóįˉ Ĭ°įÓČĻĳˉ ŕÓįÓˉ ČēĻóŢÓÏˉ Èŗˉ
the governors of Westminster Cathedral Choir School
Ļï°Ļˉ èŀąąˉ Èē°įÏóČéˉ ŕēŀąÏˉ ÉÓ°ĳÓˉ èįēċˉ ÓĬĻÓċÈÓįˉ ɾɼɽʅʘˉ CĻˀĳˉ
now 15 months since that change was implemented and
things have gone downhill since, not helped by the recent
lockdowns.
Westminster Cathedral Choir School was established in
ɽʅɼɾʙˉŕóĻïˉèŀąąˉÈē°įÏóČéʙˉĻēˉÓÏŀÉ°ĻÓˉ°ČÏˉĻį°óČˉÉïēįóĳĻÓįĳˉĻēˉ
ĳóČéˉÏ°óąŗˉĳÓįŔóÉÓĳˉóČˉĻïÓˉÉ°ĻïÓÏį°ąʘˉCČˉĻïÓˉʃɼĳʙˉ°ˉČŀċÈÓįˉēèˉ
day boys were admitted to subsidise the school and now
choristers account for a small proportion of the pupils.
The choir reached the highest standards in liturgical
music in services, concerts and acclaimed recordings
and was an internationally reputed jewel in the crown
of Catholic liturgical music.
Successive Masters of Music
form a roll of distinction from
Sir Richard Terry, the founder
choirmaster, onwards; they
óČÉąŀÏÓˉ9ÓēįéÓˉZ°ąÉēąċʙˉēąóČˉ
Mawby, Stephen Cleobury,
°ŔóÏˉ?óąąʙˉO°ċÓĳˉaˀ ēČČÓąąˉ°ČÏˉ
Z°įĻóČˉ°ĂÓįʘ
CĻˉŕ°ĳˉÉą°óċÓÏˉóČˉZ°įÉïˉɾɼɽʅˉ
that the decision taken was
a necessary step in order to
recruit more choristers. In fact,
it excludes access to this great
Catholic choir to choristers
living outside the London area.
CČÏÓÓÏʙˉ ĳÓŔÓį°ąˉ ČēČʵTēČÏēČˉ
choristers had to withdraw from the choir as a result of
the sudden change to end full boarding. Furthermore, the
number of sung services was reduced from seven to four.
The decision was made with little genuine consultation and
amidst national and international protests. (One protester
described the changes and their effects as ‘cultural
vandalism’.) Choirs of a similar standard and reputation,
ĳŀÉïˉ°ĳˉĻïēĳÓˉēèˉ£ÓĳĻċóČĳĻÓįˉÈÈÓŗˉ°ČÏˉĻˉz°ŀąˀĳˉ°ĻïÓÏį°ąʙˉ
successfully maintain full boarding for choristers.
CČˉaÉĻēÈÓįˉɾɼɽʅʙˉĻïÓˉÉïēóįˀĳˉŀČóŔÓįĳ°ąąŗˉ°ÉÉą°óċÓÏˉZ°ĳĻÓįˉ
ēèˉZŀĳóÉʙˉZ°įĻóČˉ°ĂÓįʙˉąÓèĻˉ°èĻÓįˉɾɼˉŗÓ°įĳˉóČˉĬēĳĻʙˉï°ŔóČéˉ
ÈÓÓČˉ ÓŖÉąŀÏÓÏˉ èįēċˉ ĻïÓˉ ÏÓÉóĳóēČʵċ°ĂóČéʛˉ ïÓˉ ċ°óČĻ°óČÓÏˉ
ĻïÓˉÉïēóįˀĳˉŕēįąÏʵÉą°ĳĳˉĳĻ°ČÏ°įÏĳˉįóéïĻˉĻēˉĻïÓˉŔÓįŗˉÓČÏʘ
‘A Strategic Review of Sacred Music in the Mission of
Westminster Cathedral’ ŕ°ĳˉ °ČČēŀČÉÓÏˉ óČˉ O°Čŀ°įŗˉ ɾɼɾɼʙ
.....Cont.
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following a critical intervention by the newly formed
ēÉóÓĻŗˉ èēįˉ ĻïÓˉ zįēĻÓÉĻóēČˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓˉ £ÓĳĻċóČĳĻÓįˉ ïēóįˉ ʯēèˉ
which I am a member). Submissions were invited. The
review was to take eight to ten weeks, with completion by
Ó°įąŗˉĬįóąˉɾɼɾɼʘ
The panel conducted 57 interviews and received written
ĳŀÈċóĳĳóēČĳˉèįēċˉɽɿʂˉÉēįįÓĳĬēČÏÓČĻĳʘˉCĻĳˉʀɼʵĬ°éÓˉįÓĬēįĻˉ
ĬŀĻĻóČéˉ èēįŕ°įÏˉ ɽʄˉ įÓÉēċċÓČÏ°ĻóēČĳˉ ŕ°ĳˉ ĬŀÈąóĳïÓÏˉ óČˉ
ÓĬĻÓċÈÓįˉ ɾɼɾɼʘˉ ïÓˉ °įÏóČ°ąˉ įÓĳĬēČÏÓÏˉ ēČˉ ĻïÓˉ Ï°ŗˉ ēèˉ
publication, accepting only eight of the recommendations
(although fortunately he did agree to reversing the reduction
in sung services).
The panel’s strong recommendation that the choristers
should return on Saturday evening (so as to be in good
form for rehearsing on Sunday morning before that day’s
major services) was rejected. The number of choristers
now singing appears to have fallen to about 15; prior to the
Éï°ČéÓĳʙˉĻï°ĻˉČŀċÈÓįˉŕ°ĳˉÈÓĻŕÓÓČˉɾʁˉ°ČÏˉɿɼʘˉēˉċŀÉïˉèēįˉ
the claim of improving recruitment.
After a period when little appeared to happen, three
months after the publication of the Strategic Review the
ĬēĳĻˉēèˉZ°ĳĻÓįˉēèˉZŀĳóÉˉŕ°ĳˉ°ÏŔÓįĻóĳÓÏˉʯēČˉʅˉO°Čŀ°įŗˉɾɼɾɽʰʘˉˉ
There was no mention in the advertisement of the choral
training of young voices, a prime necessity for this choir,
nor of plainsong.
There are few musicians who possess the unique set of
skills required to lead Westminster Cathedral Choir. It is to
be hoped, however, that someone able to rebuild the choir’s
ŕēįąÏʵÉą°ĳĳˉįÓĬŀĻ°ĻóēČˉŕóąąˉÉēċÓˉèēįŕ°įÏʘ

ïÓèŢÓąÏˉ°ĻïÓÏį°ą
zÓĻÓį˂ąąŕēēÏ˂įÓĬēįĻĳʕ

The view from York . . .
In his role as the Yorkshire Times’ business editor, former
Cathedral Music˂ÓÏóĻēį˂ČÏįÓŕ˂z°ąċÓį˂įÓÉÓČĻąŗ˂óČĻÓįŔóÓŕÓÏ˂ĻïÓ˂
Archbishop of York, Stephen Cottrell. They covered a lot of ground,
but reproduced here are the responses from the Archbishop on
worship and music:

“aïʝˉ ?ēŕˉ ŕÓˉ ċóĳĳˉ ĻïÓˉ ċŀĳóÉˉ Ļïóĳˉ ŗÓ°įʘˉ Cˉ įÓċÓċÈÓįʙˉ ÿŀĳĻˉ °ˉ
ċēČĻïˉēįˉĻŕēˉ°éēʙˉĻïÓˉŢįĳĻˉĻóċÓˉĻïÓˉ¥ēįĂˉZóČĳĻÓįˉïēóįˉŕÓįÓˉ
singing again, what a joy it was to be there to hear the organ
playing, to hear the choir sing. That isn’t going to stop or go
away.” In fact, he emphatically states, “It is a hugely precious
part of English church life.

“I don’t think it is necessarily going to change in the way that
we stop doing one thing and do something else instead. I like
to think of the change in a phrase that is used a lot: a ‘mixed
ecology’. A mixed ecology of community, a mixed ecology of
worship.

“Years ago, I was giving a talk on mission in Leipzig. In the
evening, on one of the days of the conference, we went to the
ïēċ°ĳĂóįÉïÓʙˉŕïóÉïˉŕ°ĳˉŕïÓįÓˉ°Éïˉŕ°ĳˉĻïÓˉQ°ĬÓąąċÓóĳĻÓįˉ
°ČÏˉēįé°ČóĳĻʘˉˉĳÓįŔóÉÓˉēèˉĳŀČéˉ$ŔÓČóČéˉzį°ŗÓįˉĻēēĂˉĬą°ÉÓˉóČˉ
ĻïÓˉTŀĻïÓį°ČˉĻį°ÏóĻóēČʙˉ°ĳˉóĻˉċóéïĻˉï°ŔÓˉÈÓÓČˉóČˉ°ÉïˀĳˉÏ°ŗʘˉCĻˉ
was wonderful and I was one of a handful of English people
there. As we poured out of the church afterwards, most of
ĻïÓˉ 9Óįċ°Čˉ ïįóĳĻó°Čĳˉ ŕÓįÓˉ ĳ°ŗóČéˉ Ļēˉ Ó°Éïˉ ēĻïÓįˉ ĻïóČéĳˉ
ąóĂÓʙˉʿï°Ļˉŕ°ĳˉ°ˉēČÉÓʵóČʵ°ʵąóèÓĻóċÓˉÓŖĬÓįóÓČÉÓʘˀ

“After they had used this phrase for the tenth time, I

ïÓˉÉąēĳŀįÓˉēèˉĻïÓˉÉïēóįˉ°ĻˉïÓèŢÓąÏˉŕ°ĳˉ°ˉéįÓ°ĻˉĳïēÉĂʘˉCĻˉï°Ïˉ
ČēĻïóČéˉ Ļēˉ Ïēˉ ŕóĻïˉ ĻïÓˉ Ĭ°ČÏÓċóÉˉ ēįˉ ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ ÉēČĳĻį°óČĻĳʙˉ
but was due to a breakdown in trust over a long period
of time. The decision was met with huge, and largely
ÿŀĳĻóŢÓÏʙˉ ÉįóĻóÉóĳċˉ °Éįēĳĳˉ ĻïÓˉ Č°ĻóēČ°ąˉ ĬįÓĳĳʘˉ ēČĻį°įŗˉ Ļēˉ
the concerns of many, it turned out to be a local problem
and not a national trend, but for the choristers, lay clerks,
ēįé°ČóĳĻĳˉ°ČÏˉÉēČéįÓé°ĻóēČˉ°ĻˉïÓèŢÓąÏˉóĻˉŕ°ĳˉ°ˉÏÓŔ°ĳĻ°ĻóČéˉ
loss. Without a permanent dean or precentor in place, this is
going to take some time to resolve, but the Cathedral Music
Trust stands by to assist in any way that it can, and we have
ÈÓÓČˉÓČÉēŀį°éÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïÓˉóĳïēĬˉēèˉïÓèŢÓąÏˀĳˉŕïēąÓïÓ°įĻÓÏˉ
commitment to choral singing at the cathedral.
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cautiously interjected, to say that what for them was a
once in a lifetime experience happened every single day in
every English cathedral. You could turn up at York Minster
or Chelmsford Cathedral on a wet Tuesday evening in
November, with a handful of people in the congregation, to
hear the most sublime music.

“It is astonishing and beautiful – precious and distinctively
English. There’s almost nowhere else in the world where
this tradition has been carried on. We are not going to lose
that – well, not on my watch, anyway. We are going to do
everything we can to uphold that tradition, but I think that
at the same time this is a great opportunity to build new
traditions as well.”
For the full interview: www.yorkshiretimes.co.uk/article/
óČĻÓįŔóÓŕʵʵʵįÉïÈóĳïēĬʵaèʵ¥ēįĂʵ[ēĻʵ°Ïʵ8ēįʵʵĬŀįĳʵ8°Č

w w w.cathedralmusic trus t .org.uk

Starting out . . .
Cathy Dew writes about her son Isaac’s time as a probationer:
While reading Music at university, I quickly recognised two
groups of students whose previous experiences gave them
a noticeable head start in their careers. First, there were
ĻïÓˉŀŞŀĂóʵĻį°óČÓÏˉŔóēąóČóĳĻĳʙˉŕïēĳÓˉ°ĳĳŀįÓÏˉĻÓÉïČóĮŀÓˉ°ČÏˉ
ability to memorise music in a heartbeat stood them in good
stead as soloists and ensemble players. The other group
were the former choristers. Not only did they have great
ŔēóÉÓĳˉ°ČÏˉÓŖÉÓąąÓČĻˉĳóéïĻʵįÓ°ÏóČéˉĳĂóąąĳʙˉĻïÓŗˉ°ąĳēˉʷˉÏ°įÓˉCˉ
say it – had the ability to ‘wing it’ if a performance had not
been rehearsed quite as much as they might have liked.
Therefore, when Isaac began to demonstrate a love for
music at an early age, I set about investigating whether we
could enable him to access these opportunities.
Cĳ°°ÉˀĳˉĻïÓČʵè°ŔēŀįóĻÓˉĳēČéʙˉʿ}ÓċÓċÈÓįˉ¥ēŀˀįÓˉ°ˉ£ēċÈąÓˀʙ
fostered an enthusiasm for the violin, and we were fortunate
Ļēˉ ŢČÏˉ °ˉ è°Èŀąēŀĳˉ ŀŞŀĂóˉ ĻÓ°ÉïÓįˉ ŕïēˉ ï°ĳˉ Ļ°ŀéïĻˉ ïóċˉ
from the age of 3. Taking Suzuki’s maxim in earnest (‘only
practise on the days that you eat’), Isaac has made great
ĬįēéįÓĳĳʙˉ °ČÏˉ ŕÓˉ ÓČēįċēŀĳąŗˉ ÓČÿēŗˉ ïÓ°įóČéˉ ïóċˉ Ĭą°ŗʘˉ ?Óˉ
subsequently took up the piano, which has enabled him to
pursue his interest in improvisation and composition, and
has developed his understanding of harmony.
We were disappointed to discover that Isaac’s otherwise
lovely village school didn’t have a choir. Thankfully, the
ÉïŀįÉïˉēèˉĻˉzÓĻÓįˉZ°ČÉįēèĻˉóČˉ[ēįŕóÉïˉċēįÓˉĻï°Čˉċ°ÏÓˉŀĬˉ
èēįˉĻïÓˉÏÓŢÉóĻʙˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉĻį°óČóČéˉCĳ°°ÉˉįÓÉÓóŔÓÏˉĳóČéóČéˉĻïÓįÓˉ
ŕ°ĳˉŕÓąąˉŕēįĻïˉĻïÓˉɾʀʵċóąÓˉįēŀČÏˉĻįóĬˉŕÓˉċ°ÏÓˉĻïįÓÓˉÏ°ŗĳˉ
a week. While a probationer at ‘Mancroft’, Isaac attended a
ʿÓˉ °ˉ ïēįóĳĻÓįˀˉ Ï°ŗˉ °Ļˉ [ēįŕóÉïˉ °ĻïÓÏį°ąʘˉ ?Óˉ Ļïēįēŀéïąŗˉ
enjoyed the experience and, as a result, we decided to ask
Z°ĳĻÓįˉ ēèˉ ZŀĳóÉˉ ĳïąÓŗˉ 9įēĻÓˉ óèˉ ïÓˉ ŕēŀąÏˉ ąóĳĻÓČˉ Ļēˉ Cĳ°°Éˉ
informally to see if he might be chorister material.
I expected one of two things from their meeting: either to
be told ‘thanks, but no thanks’, or to ‘keep up the good work’
and come along next year for an audition. What I didn’t
expect was for Isaac to be invited to attend an audition in
°ˉ ÉēŀĬąÓˉ ēèˉ ċēČĻïĳˀˉ ĻóċÓʘˉ Ļˉ ʂʕʙˉ Cĳ°°Éˉ ĳÓÓċÓÏˉ ŔÓįŗˉ ŗēŀČéˉ
for an audition, and we were worried how he would take
the disappointment if he wasn’t invited to join the choir.
Fortunately, though, he was offered a place as a probationer
°ČÏˉóĻˉŕ°ĳˉ°éįÓÓÏˉĻï°ĻˉïÓˉŕēŀąÏˉĳĻ°įĻˉóČˉÓĬĻÓċÈÓįˉɾɼɽʄʙˉ°ˉ
few months after his 7th birthday.
With September came a whirlwind of activity. As well as
getting used to the choir, Isaac also had to acclimatise to
a new home (we moved house in order to live closer to
the cathedral) and a very different school (his previous
one didn’t even have a uniform).ˉ ?Óˉ ŕ°ĳČˀĻˉ ĻïÓˉ ēČąŗˉ ēČÓˉ
ŕïēˉ ŕ°ĳˉ ċēįÓˉ Ļï°Čˉ °ˉ ąóĻĻąÓˉ ČÓįŔēŀĳʝˉ ?ēŕÓŔÓįʙˉ ŕÓˉ ĳēēČˉ
settled into a routine, managing our weekly timetable with
military precision: early morning instrument practice, cycle
to school, choir rehearsal, a normal school day, more choir
rehearsal, Evensong or instrumental lesson, cycle home,
supper, homework, bed! It’s a gruelling schedule, and I
continue to be amazed by the resilience and unwavering
cheerfulness shown by all the choristers.
Isaac is rather reserved, and it took him some time to
develop the courage to sing out fully. Without exception,
however, the music department and wider cathedral

community have been nurturing and supportive. We saw
Cĳ°°Éˉ éįēŕˉ ÓČēįċēŀĳąŗˉ óČˉ ÉēČŢÏÓČÉÓˉ ʯóèˉ ČēĻˉ óČˉ ĳĻ°ĻŀįÓʰˉ
during his time as a probationer, and there is no doubt that
his singing voice and musicianship have come on in leaps and
ÈēŀČÏĳʘˉ£Óˉ°įÓˉČēŕˉïÓ°įóČéˉĻïÓˉóČţŀÓČÉÓˉēèˉïóĳˉÓŖĬēĳŀįÓˉĻēˉ
a wide choral repertoire in his improvisation (which he loves
to do on both the piano and the violin) and he has started
writing his own choral music. Although he obviously has
much to learn, it is still wonderful to see his enthusiasm for
ÉēċĬēĳóĻóēČʙˉ°ČÏˉóČÏÓÓÏˉèēįˉċŀĳóÉʵċ°ĂóČéˉóČˉéÓČÓį°ąʘˉĳˉ°Čˉ
ÓŖ°ċĬąÓʙˉÿŀĳĻˉÈÓèēįÓˉïįóĳĻċ°ĳʙˉïÓˉŔÓįŗˉÉēČŢÏÓČĻąŗˉąÓÏˉïóĳˉ
school friends in an online ‘singalong carol morning’, which
ïÓˉēįé°ČóĳÓÏˉïóċĳÓąèˉ°ČÏˉ°ÉÉēċĬ°ČóÓÏˉēČˉĻïÓˉŔóēąóČʘˉ?Óˉï°ĳˉ
also formed some great friendships within the choir and
even made it on to the national news, whizzing down the
É°ĻïÓÏį°ąˀĳˉïÓąĻÓįʵĳĂÓąĻÓįˉŕóĻïˉĻïÓˉ Ó°Čˉēèˉ[ēįŕóÉïʘ
The global pandemic, of course, created an unwelcome
interruption. Isaac’s making up was delayed by six months
and he very much missed his friends and the joy of singing
together. Nevertheless, he was able to participate in
É°ĻïÓÏį°ąʵąÓÏˉĳóČéóČéˉĳÓĳĳóēČĳˉŔó°ˉ¬ēēċˉ°ČÏˉï°ĳˉÏÓŔÓąēĬÓÏˉ
ĳĂóąąĳˉ óČˉ įÓÉēįÏóČéˉ ïóĳˉ ŔēóÉÓˉ Ļēˉ °ˉ È°ÉĂóČéˉ Ļį°ÉĂʘˉ ?Óˉ °ąĳēˉ
used the unexpected free time to focus his attention on
his instruments and put his violin to good use fundraising
for the Cathedral Choirs’ Emergency Fund.
Isaac relished playing a fuller role in the choir when
Čēįċ°ąˉĳÓįŔóÉÓĳˉÈįóÓţŗˉįÓĳŀċÓÏˉ°ĻˉĻïÓˉÓČÏˉēèˉą°ĳĻˉŗÓ°įʘˉ?Óˉ
thoroughly enjoyed the Christmas services, even though
social distancing made them very different from the usual
offering. As parents, we look forward to hearing the choir
sing again after this latest lockdown and are thankful for
the wonderful opportunities which have opened up for
Isaac. It is true that the chorister life is hard work, and
it is certainly true that the lives of the whole family are
shaped around the routine. Yet it is equally true that it is
ÓČēįċēŀĳˉ èŀČˉ °ČÏˉ ĻïÓˉ ĳ°ÉįóŢÉÓĳˉ óĻˉ ēÉÉ°ĳóēČ°ąąŗˉ óČŔēąŔÓĳˉ
are far outweighed by the gains. Isaac probably doesn’t
realise it yet, but we can see that his experience as a
ÉïēįóĳĻÓįˉŕóąąˉÈÓČÓŢĻˉïóċˉèēįˉĻïÓˉįÓĳĻˉēèˉïóĳˉąóèÓʘ

zïēĻēʕ˂óąą˂ċóĻï
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On being a chorister
įČēąÏ˂£óąąĳʓ˂ }˂èēį˂°Ļï˂̋˂£Óąąĳʓ˂óĳ˂°˂èēįċÓį˂zÓĻÓįÈēįēŀéï˂
Cathedral chorister and Vice Chairman of the Federation of
Cathedral Old Chorister Associations (FCOCA):
ŗˉ ċŗˉ įÓÉĂēČóČéʙˉ ĻïÓįÓˉ °įÓˉ ēŔÓįˉ ɾɼʙɼɼɼˉ èēįċÓįˉ ÉïēįóĳĻÓįĳˉ
of all ages across the UK (and wider), many of whom are in
touch with neither their local former chorister association
nor their own cathedral old chorister association. It
concerns me that these choristers, particularly those
who are established in their professions and careers, are
missing valuable opportunities to encourage and support
younger choristers. I am therefore very glad to have had
the opportunity to interview two enthusiastic former Wells
°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉÉïēįóĳĻÓįĳʙˉ9įÓéˉ°ČÏˉZ°ÏÏóÓʙˉŕïēˉ°įÓˉÿŀĳĻˉĳÓĻĻóČéˉ
ēŀĻˉēČˉĻïÓóįˉĬēĳĻʵÉïēįóĳĻÓįˉÉ°įÓÓįĳʘ
Z°ÏÏóÓˉ°ČÏˉ9įÓéˉʨĬóÉĻŀįÓÏ˂ŕóĻï˂óį˂óċēČ˂}°ĻĻąÓʓ˂ÈÓąēŕ)
both attended Wells Cathedral School, and both were head
choristers. Maddie is currently in her second year of Vocal
ĻŀÏóÓĳˉ°ĻˉĻïÓˉ}ēŗ°ąˉēąąÓéÓˉēèˉZŀĳóÉˉ°ČÏˉ9įÓéˉóĳˉĳĻŀÏŗóČéˉ
Music at Cardiff University.

was so nervous and excited that when it came to the line ‘O
Lord, save the Queen’, I made the very unfortunate mistake
of singing ‘O Lord, shave the Queen’!
9įÓéʕ Zŗˉ ŢįĳĻˉ ĬįēÉÓĳĳóēČˉ ŕóĻïˉ °ąąˉ ĻïÓˉ Èóéˉ ÉïēįóĳĻÓįĳʘˉ ï°Ļˉ
was a bit scary. Another early memory is playing football
in the chorister tournaments. It was especially fun to meet
choristers from other cathedrals.

Q: You were a pupil at the specialist Wells Cathedral School.
?ēŕˉÏóÏˉŗēŀˉŢČÏˉŗēŀįˉĳÉïēēąˉąóèÓˉÈ°ą°ČÉÓÏˉŕóĻïˉŗēŀįˉÏŀĻóÓĳˉ
as a chorister?
Maddie: ÓóČéˉ°ˉŕÓÓĂąŗˉÈē°įÏÓįˉÏÓŢČóĻÓąŗˉïÓąĬÓÏˉŕóĻïˉĻïóĳʙˉ
as I was already at school ready to start the day. School life
in general was well balanced with our duties. It was busy, but
most of the teachers were very accommodating and helped
us if we were ever overwhelmed or unable to attend things.
The pastoral staff who looked after the choristers were also
amazing – they could have direct contact with our teachers
so were able to make them aware of things in advance.
9įÓéʕ It was hard to balance chorister and school duties,
although most of the school staff understood the pressures
the choristers had to cope with. We had exceptional support
from pastoral staff, and the school and cathedral liaised
regularly. Any issues would have been picked up, I’m sure. As
a chorister, there were some days when you really were so
tired it was hard to get up – but you always did, because you
knew you had to be there. You couldn’t let the side down.

Q: How did becoming a chorister make a difference in
terms of your general musicianship?

Q: Tell me why, and how, you came to be a chorister at Wells
Cathedral.
Maddie: I started singing lessons at around 7, and music soon
became a huge passion of mine. I heard about Wells Cathedral
choristers through my aunt, and I then attended the annual
ʿÓˉ°ˉïēįóĳĻÓįˉèēįˉ°ˉ °ŗˀˉÓŔÓČĻʙˉŕïóÉïˉĳĬŀįįÓÏˉċÓˉēČˉÓŔÓČˉ
more. I auditioned soon after – and the rest is history.
9įÓéʕ There was always music in the house, my brothers and
sister playing instruments and singing, and we had a lot of
èŀČʘˉCˉįÓċÓċÈÓįˉŢįĳĻˉÓČÿēŗóČéˉĳóČéóČéˉŕïÓČˉCˉŕ°ĳʙˉCˉéŀÓĳĳʙˉ
about 3. My brother and sister were both choristers at Wells,
and I was used to attending services at the cathedral. So
they led the way. I remember being asked by my parents if
I was interested in auditioning – they said I had nothing to
lose. I have never regretted becoming a chorister and feel I
have much to be grateful for.

Q: What’s your earliest memory as a chorister?
Maddie: My earliest memory is probably of a girls’ choir
$ŔÓČĳēČéˉēČÓˉ8įóÏ°ŗˉČóéïĻˉŕïÓČˉCˉŕ°ĳˉóČˉċŗˉŢįĳĻˉŗÓ°įʙˉŗÓ°įˉ
ʂʘˉ Cˉ ŕ°ĳˉ éóŔÓČˉ ċŗˉ ŢįĳĻˉ ĳēąēʙˉ ĳóČéóČéˉ ĻïÓˉ Ĭą°óČĳēČéˉ Éï°ČĻʘˉ Cˉ
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Maddie: It made a massive difference. It helped my music
theory, music history and musicality when singing. The
ÈóééÓĳĻˉ ĻïóČéˉ óĻˉ ïÓąĬÓÏˉ ŕóĻïˉ ŕ°ĳˉ ċŗˉ ĳóéïĻʵįÓ°ÏóČéˉ ĳĂóąąĳʘˉ
?°ŔóČéˉĻēˉįÓ°ÏˉċŀĳóÉˉÓŔÓįŗˉÏ°ŗˉįÓ°ąąŗˉĬŀĳïÓÏˉŀĳˉ°ąąʙˉ°ČÏˉĳēˉ
Čēŕˉ ŕÓˉ °ąąˉ ï°ŔÓˉ è°ČĻ°ĳĻóÉˉ ĳóéïĻʵįÓ°ÏóČéˉ ĳĂóąąĳʙˉ ŕïóÉïˉ óĳˉ ĳēˉ
important for a musician.
9įÓéʕ The chorister training has made a huge difference. It
ąÓèĻˉ ċÓˉ ŕóĻïˉ °ˉ ÉēċċóĻċÓČĻˉ Ļēˉ ēĻïÓįĳʙˉ °ČÏˉ ÓČŔó°ÈąÓˉ ĳóéïĻʵ
reading skills. There is simply nothing like it. You learn to
respect all kinds of music and to be interested in many
different types of composition. You also gained knowledge
of music theory, which, of course, is vital. The daily routine
of the services helped us to learn the repertoire, and also
gave us a good grounding in cathedral music.

Q: How did chorister life impact on your siblings and
family?
Maddie:ˉ ÓóČéˉ °ˉ ÉïēįóĳĻÓįˉ óĳˉ °ˉ ŕïēąÓˉ è°ċóąŗˉ ÓČé°éÓċÓČĻʙˉ
really, so I was really lucky to have my family to support me.
Ironically, I think it brought us closer together, even though I
was busier. They came to support our services and concerts,
and Christmas was a really special time for chorister families.
After I’d been in the choir for two years, my younger sister
joined, then my younger brother two years later!

w w w.cathedralmusic trus t .org.uk

9įÓéʕ˂The chorister life involves all the family. It has an impact on
when you visit other family and friends, as everything revolves
around chorister duties. I have three older siblings, two of
ŕïēċˉŕÓįÓˉ°ąĳēˉÉïēįóĳĻÓįĳʘˉïēóįˉ°ąŕ°ŗĳˉÉ°ċÓˉŢįĳĻʘˉZŗˉè°ċóąŗʙˉ
of course, often came to services and concerts to support me.

Q: What would you say to anyone thinking about being a
chorister?

Q: Were there any special chorister events that you
particularly remember?
Maddie: I think Christmas is a really special time for
choristers. It is one of the busiest seasons, but all the
amazing music and concerts make it worth it. There was
always a real sense of friendship and family within the
choir around Christmas. The candlelight concerts were my
favourites, although juggling a folder of music and a candle
ŕ°ĳˉ°ąŕ°ŗĳˉĮŀóĻÓˉÏóèŢÉŀąĻʝ

Maddie:ˉ Óˉ ĬįÓĬ°įÓÏʝˉ CĻˀĳˉ ï°įÏˉ ŕēįĂʙˉ ÈŀĻˉ įÓ°ąąŗˉ ÓČÿēŗ°ÈąÓʘˉ
You will make great friends and memories, so just enjoy it
ŕïóąÓˉóĻˉą°ĳĻĳʙˉ°ČÏˉ°ąŕ°ŗĳˉéóŔÓˉɽɼɼ̀ʘ
9įÓéʕ If you’ve got the voice and the interest, and family
ĳŀĬĬēįĻʙˉĻïÓČˉéēˉèēįˉóĻʘˉĻĻÓČÏˉ°ˉʿÓˉ°ˉïēįóĳĻÓįˉèēįˉ°ˉ °ŗˀˉ
ÓŔÓČĻʘˉï°ĻˀĳˉïŀéÓˉèŀČʘˉÓóČéˉ°ˉÉïēįóĳĻÓįˉóĳˉ°ˉéįÓ°Ļˉŕ°ŗˉĻēˉ
make lifelong friends, and it will positively affect you for
ever.

Q: Would you do it all again? If so, do you have any
suggestions as to how the chorister life could be improved?
9įÓéʕ Memorable events included singing with the pop group
ïÓˉ ÉįóĬĻˉ °Ļˉ ĻïÓˉ zįóÏÓˉ ēèˉ įóĻ°óČˉ ŕ°įÏĳʙˉ °ČÏˉ °èĻÓįŕ°įÏĳˉ
ĳĬēĻĻóČéˉ °ąąˉ ĻïÓˉ è°ċēŀĳˉ éŀÓĳĻĳʘˉ ïÓˉ zįēċˉ ÉēČÉÓįĻˉ óČˉ ĻïÓˉ
}ēŗ°ąˉ ąÈÓįĻˉ ?°ąąˉ ŕïÓįÓˉ ĻïÓˉ ÉïēįóĳĻÓįĳˉ ĳ°Čéˉ °Éïˀĳˉ St
Z°ĻĻïÓŕ˂ z°ĳĳóēČˉ ŕóĻïˉ ĻïÓˉ ÓįąóČˉ zïóąï°įċēČóÉˉ ŀČÏÓįˉ óįˉ
Simon Rattle was pretty amazing. And I agree with Maddie,
Christmas was always very special – full on, but great.

Q: How do you think the chorister life has shaped you as
an adult?
Maddie: It has genuinely shaped me in so many ways. You
have to be organised and disciplined when in the choir, and
these skills are greatly encouraged throughout your time
there. It taught me how to work well with other musicians
°ČÏˉēĻïÓįˉĬÓēĬąÓʘˉCĻˉé°ŔÓˉċÓˉįÓĳĬÓÉĻˉèēįˉċŀĳóÉˉ°ČÏˉċŀĳóÉʵ
making, as well as respect for my peers. As a chorister, you
have a routine to follow and you always try your hardest, so I
ŕēŀąÏˉÏÓŢČóĻÓąŗˉĳ°ŗˉĻï°ĻˉóĻˉï°ĳˉĳÓĻˉċÓˉŀĬˉÈįóąąó°ČĻąŗˉĻēˉÉ°įįŗˉ
on as a musician.
9įÓéʕ˂ It made me realise that to achieve high standards in
ąóèÓˉŗēŀˉï°ŔÓˉĻēˉŕēįĂˉï°įÏʘˉÓóČéˉ°ˉÉïēįóĳĻÓįˉïÓąĬĳˉŗēŀˉĻēˉÈÓˉ
organised and structured. And it taught me a love of music.
When you meet other former cathedral choristers, you just get
on immediately – you have a rapport. I have continued to sing at
university, and am also a member of the National Youth Choir.

Maddie: Yes, I would do it all again. I really loved being a
ÉïēįóĳĻÓįʘˉaČˉįÓţÓÉĻóēČʙˉĻïÓˉēČąŗˉĻïóČéˉCˉĻïóČĂˉŕēŀąÏˉï°ŔÓˉ
made the experience even better would have been having
more regular chorister singing lessons. It’s good that this
happens at Wells now.
9įÓéʕ Of course, I wouldn’t hesitate. I’d love to do it all
°é°óČʙˉ ċēĳĻˉ ÏÓŢČóĻÓąŗʙˉ °ČÏˉ Cˉ ŕēŀąÏˉ ÓČÉēŀį°éÓˉ ċŗˉ ēŕČˉ
ÉïóąÏįÓČˉĻēˉÈÓˉÉïēįóĳĻÓįĳʘˉ£ēŀąÏˉCˉÉï°ČéÓˉ°ČŗĻïóČéʟˉCĻˉŕ°ĳˉ
°ąąˉ ĬįÓĻĻŗˉ °ċ°ŞóČéˉ °ČÏˉ ċÓċēį°ÈąÓʘˉ Cˉ ċ°ÏÓˉ ĳēċÓˉ ĻÓįįóŢÉˉ
friends and we’re still in touch. It’s been interesting
meeting former choristers who are well advanced in their
careers or retired, and seeing just how much they’ve loved
being cathedral choristers.

Q:ˉČÏˉŢČ°ąąŗʙˉŕï°Ļˉ°įÓˉŗēŀįˉċŀĳóÉ°ąˉ°ĳĬóį°ĻóēČĳʟ
Maddie: I would like to become a professional opera
singer, so I need to learn as much as I can over the next
few years in preparation!
9įÓéʕ I’m hoping to have a career which involves music,
perhaps in the areas of TV and advertising. What’s certain
is that I intend to keep singing throughout my life and
look forward to meeting other former choristers along
the way.

Contac t the Editor – editorc v@fcm.org.uk
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A vision for choral
education
ČČ°ÈÓą˂zįóÉÓ˂ēè˂ĻïÓ˂}ēÏēąèŀĳ˂8ēŀČÏ°ĻóēČ˂ŕįóĻÓĳʕ
The Rodolfus Foundation has a vision: to enable children
èįēċˉ°ąąˉÈ°ÉĂéįēŀČÏĳˉèįēċˉ°ÉįēĳĳˉĻïÓˉQˉĻēˉĻ°ĂÓˉĬ°įĻˉóČˉïóéïʵ
Įŀ°ąóĻŗˉÉïēį°ąˉĳóČéóČéʚˉèēįˉĻïÓˉĳïÓÓįˉÿēŗˉóĻʛˉèēįˉĻïÓˉÈÓČÓŢĻĳˉēèˉ
learning teamwork, concentration, emotional intelligence
and personal expression; and also to help discover the great
singers of tomorrow. A choral singing charity for children
°ČÏˉŗēŀČéˉĬÓēĬąÓˉ°éÓÏˉʄʵɾɿʙˉĻïÓˉèēŀČÏ°ĻóēČˀĳˉċ°óČˉ°ÉĻóŔóĻŗˉ
is running residential choral courses over the summer
holidays.
The Rodolfus Foundation took over the running of all the
choral courses formerly known as Eton Choral Courses in
ɾɼɽʄʙˉŕóĻïˉĻïÓˉĬįóċ°įŗˉ°óċˉēèˉĬįēŔóÏóČéˉÈŀįĳ°įóÓĳˉĻēˉ°ĬĬąóÉ°ČĻĳˉ
who would not otherwise be able to afford the course fees.
Through generous support from charitable trusts and private
ÏēČēįĳʙˉ°ĬĬįēŖóċ°ĻÓąŗˉɽɼɼˉĳóČéÓįĳˉŕóąąˉÈÓČÓŢĻˉèįēċˉ˕ʀɼĂˉóČˉ
Èŀįĳ°įóÓĳˉóČˉɾɼɾɽʙˉŕóĻïˉĬą°ČĳˉĻēˉóČÉįÓ°ĳÓˉĻïóĳˉŢéŀįÓˉŗÓ°įˉēČˉ
ŗÓ°įʘˉŀįĳ°įóÓĳˉ°įÓˉēĬÓČˉĻēˉ°ČŗēČÓˉŕïēˉŕóĳïÓĳˉĻēˉ°ĬĬąŗˉ°ČÏˉ
are crucial in ensuring opportunity for all.

Members of a junior choral course

ĳˉŕÓąąˉ°ĳˉÉēŀįĳÓĳˉèēįˉ°éÓĳˉʄʵɾɼʙˉĻïÓˉèēŀČÏ°ĻóēČˉ°ąĳēˉįŀČĳˉ
a youth choir, the Rodolfus Choir, for young people between
ɽʂˉ°ČÏˉɾɿʘˉïÓˉÉïēóįˉĬÓįèēįċĳˉÉēČÉÓįĻĳˉ°ČÏˉÈįē°ÏÉ°ĳĻĳˉʯ°ČÏˉ
also records) to a very high standard.
At the other end of the spectrum, the foundation works
ŕóĻïˉéį°ĳĳʵįēēĻĳˉÉïēį°ąˉĳóČéóČéˉĬįēéį°ċċÓĳˉĻēˉóČÉįÓ°ĳÓˉóĻĳˉ
reach in local communities. It is this work that the Rodolfus
8ēŀČÏ°ĻóēČˉóĳˉĂÓÓČˉĻēˉÓŖĬ°ČÏˉēŔÓįˉĻïÓˉÉēċóČéˉèÓŕˉŗÓ°įĳˉʵˉÈŗˉ
identifying partner choirs, and by offering support in the
form of choral training workshops and bursaries to enable
young singers to attend a Rodolfus Choral Course. We are
also looking to explore joint projects wherever possible.
The aim is to cast the net as widely as possible to take in
those young singers who would like to learn more in an
environment where everyone feels the same way.
The Rodolfus Foundation’s Artistic Director, Ralph
Allwood, is passionate about making choral singing more
accessible to new and diverse young singers and audiences.
While Director of Music at Uppingham School, he observed
Ļï°Ļˉ ċ°Čŗˉ Ļ°ąÓČĻÓÏˉ ĳÉïēēąʵ°éÓˉ ċŀĳóÉó°Čĳˉ ÏóÏˉ ČēĻˉ ĂČēŕˉ
about the opportunities of choral awards at universities.
?óĳˉ°ČĳŕÓįˉŕ°ĳˉĻïÓˉŔÓįŗˉŢįĳĻˉÉïēį°ąˉÉēŀįĳÓʙˉóČˉɽʅʄɼʙˉŕïóÉïˉ
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was aimed at educating teenage singers and organists
about choral awards and organ scholarships – and how to
°ÉÓˉĻïÓċʝˉóČÉÓˉĻïÓČʙˉĳēċÓˉʅʙɼɼɼˉċŀĳóÉó°Čĳˉï°ŔÓˉÈÓČÓŢĻÓÏˉ
from the courses, many entering the profession as lay clerks,
consort singers, organists, conductors and opera singers.
As the operatic baritone, composer and conductor Roderick
Williams, himself a Rodolfus alumnus, says: “It is wonderful
to see how the junior choral courses and [senior] choral
ÉēŀįĳÓĳˉ°įÓˉČēŕˉŔÓįŗˉċŀÉïˉ°ąóéČÓÏˉ°ĳˉ°ˉŀČóŢÓÏˉĬ°Ļïˉ°ąēČéˉ
which young singers can progress, with a musical journey
ĳĻ°įĻóČéˉ°ĻˉĻïÓˉ°éÓˉēèˉʄˉ°ČÏˉÉēČĻóČŀóČéˉįóéïĻˉĻïįēŀéïˉĻēˉŗēŀČéˉ
adulthood [with the Rodolfus Choir]. We really are giving the
singers of tomorrow the most wonderful start in life.”
Members of a senior choral course in Trinity College Chapel, Cambridge

aČÓˉĻïóČéˉɾɼɾɼˉï°ĳˉĻ°ŀéïĻˉŀĳˉ°ąąˉóĳˉĻï°ĻˉŕÓˉČÓÓÏˉĻēˉĳŀĬĬēįĻˉ
each other. Rodolfus managed to produce some virtual
ĬįēÿÓÉĻĳˉ óČĳĻÓ°Ïˉ ēèˉ óĻĳˉ Éïēį°ąˉ ÉēŀįĳÓĳˉ óČˉ ɾɼɾɼʙˉ Èŗˉ ŕēįĂóČéˉ
with talented young audio and video editors, singers and
conductors from other choirs, organists from across the
land, and some great singing teachers and performers, all
of whom gave their time to produce some truly memorable
virtual performances and content. (See CV 32 for the
Rodolfus Choir’s Virtual Choral Evensong.) Anticipating the
time when we return to normal, the foundation is keen to
ŢČÏˉ ČÓŕˉ ŕ°ŗĳˉ ēèˉ Éēąą°Èēį°ĻóČéˉ ŕóĻïˉ ÉēąąÓ°éŀÓĳˉ óČˉ ĬÓįĳēČˉ
and online.
As there is no audition to attend a choral course, the
intake is a rich mix of abilities and backgrounds, from which
ÓŔÓįŗēČÓˉÈÓČÓŢĻĳʘˉCČˉįÓÉÓČĻˉŗÓ°įĳʙˉĻïÓˉÿŀČóēįˉÉēŀįĳÓĳˉï°ŔÓˉ
offered a broader range of music for girls and boys from age
ʄˉ– èēįˉÓŖ°ċĬąÓʙˉįóĻĻÓČˀĳˉMissa Brevis alongside choruses
from ïÓ˂ 9įÓ°ĻÓĳĻ˂ ïēŕċ°Č. While many of the older
singers are thinking about choral scholarships and music
college, many others are there simply to enjoy great choral
singing.
A guiding principle of the Rodolfus ethos is that, with
suitable, skilled coaching, every single young person with
enthusiasm should be able to access and perform great
music well. This is not always happening in schools in a fair
and sustained way, and we are also mindful of the pressures
that cathedral and church choirs are under at present.
The quality of music provision is central to our success
and we do not compromise, seeking high standards and
taking on demanding music. This is important because it
stretches young people and develops their potential, as
ŕÓąąˉ °ĳˉ éóŔóČéˉ ĻïÓċˉ ĳÓąèʵÈÓąóÓèʘˉ ïÓˉ ċēįÓˉ ŕÓˉ É°Čˉ ĳĬįÓ°Ïˉ
this message and share our expertise, the closer we will be
towards realising our vision.
www.therodolfusfoundation.org.uk

Memb ership, mailings & subs criptions , contac t :

The trials of the
visiting organist
CČ˂ Ļïóĳ˂ ÓÏóĻóēČʓ˂ ēŀį˂ ŔóĳóĻóČé˂ ÓŖĬÓįĻʓ˂ Z°įĂ˂ Óąąóĳʓ˂ }˂ èēį˂
Chelmsford, turns his attention to those tasked with
accompanying:
It is both commendable and remarkably trusting of cathedrals
and directors of music to let the accompanists of visiting
choirs loose on their precious instruments. Only a couple
of places insist on a cathedral organist playing – citing the
ÏóèŢÉŀąĻŗˉ ēèˉ éÓĻĻóČéˉ Ļēˉ ĂČēŕˉ °ˉ ą°įéÓʙˉ ŀČè°ċóąó°įˉ óČĳĻįŀċÓČĻˉ
quickly – and even in those cases, a visiting organist is
sometimes allowed to play a voluntary.

C°Č˂z°ĻĻóČĳēČʓ˂ēįé°ČóĳĻ˂°Ļ˂T°ČÉ°ĳĻÓį˂zįóēįŗʓ˂ČÓéēĻó°ĻóČé˂°Č˂ÓąÓÉĻįēČóÉ
organ at York Minster alongside the Colne Singers - photo: Dave Elliott

All cathedrals produce ‘Information for visiting organists’
to alert organists to the particular quirks of the instrument
they will encounter. It must be quite a relief, therefore, to
įÓ°ÏˉĻï°Ļʙˉ°ĻˉēČÓˉÉ°ĻïÓÏį°ąʚˉʿïÓˉēįé°ČˉóĳˉċēįÓˉēįˉąÓĳĳˉĳÓąèʵ
explanatory.’ (The hugely detailed instructions outlined on
subsequent pages might suggest otherwise.) Organists are
warned, though, that they must be highly competent: ‘This
is certainly not an opportunity to try out an inexperienced
organist, or for a beginner to have a go.’
It goes without saying that actually turning up is a
prerequisite, but one cathedral, perhaps having been let
down in the past, comments: ‘If it is likely (or even unlikely)
that a visiting choir will lose their organist between
arranging to come and their residency, we ask the choir to
have unaccompanied repertoire that can be sung at short
notice. We are much happier to announce a change in music
than to attempt to arrange an organist dep.’
On arriving, even opening the organ may not be
straightforward: ‘When removing the blue key cover, please
take care to store it somewhere where it will not get covered
óČˉÏŀĳĻʝˀˉʯzÓįï°ĬĳˉĻïÓˉēįé°ČˉąēèĻˉÉēŀąÏˉÈÓˉŔ°ÉŀŀċÓÏˉ°ˉąóĻĻąÓˉ
ċēįÓˉįÓéŀą°įąŗʟʰ
ŀĬĬēĳÓÏąŗˉ ïóéïʵĻÓÉïˉ èÓ°ĻŀįÓĳˉ ąóĂÓˉ ĳĻēĬˉ óČÏóÉ°Ļēįˉ ąóéïĻĳˉ
are a boon for visiting organists – provided they actually
ŕēįĂʙˉ ēèˉ ÉēŀįĳÓʚˉ ʿŕóĻÉïˉ ĻïÓˉ Ĭįóċ°įŗˉ ÈąēŕÓįˉ ēČˉ ŢįĳĻʙˉ ĻïÓČˉ
wait at least a minute before switching on the secondary
blower, but beware that the light on the secondary does
not work. The illuminated stop lights for the Swell Oboe
°ČÏˉ ŕÓąąˉ Ļēˉ zÓÏ°ąˉ °įÓˉ ĻÓċĬÓį°ċÓČĻ°ąˉ – the stops do
actually work, however. Occasionally, the stop lights for
ĻïÓˉēąēˉ8ąŀĻÓʙˉïēóįˉą°įóČÓĻˉ°ČÏˉ9įÓ°ĻˉŗċÈ°ąÓˉċ°ĂÓˉ°Čˉ
appearance without being requested.’ What could possibly
éēˉŕįēČéʟ

Sometimes one senses the disruption visiting organists
ċ°ŗˉ É°ŀĳÓʚˉ ʿzÓČÉóąˉ Óį°ĳÓįĳˉ ċŀĳĻˉ [aˉ ÈÓˉ ŀĳÓÏˉ °Ļˉ ĻïÓˉ ēįé°Čˉ
desk – the rubber shavings eventually get between the
keys and cause trouble!’ And often it seems tempting for
visiting organists to change piston settings and use memory
channels not intended for them. One cathedral warns: ‘The
Full Organ pistons can be altered (ask for instructions)
and produce different settings on the general memories
ʯÈÓŕ°įÓʝʰʘˀˉ aČÓˉ É°Čˉ °ąąˉ Ļēēˉ Ó°ĳóąŗˉ óċ°éóČÓˉ °ˉ éÓČĻąÓˉ ʿĬą°ŗʵóČˀˉ
for the choir culminating in an unintended blast of full
organ. One cathedral even seems to cater for the organist’s
forgetfulness: ‘In the event of further memory being needed,
the duty verger should be consulted for advice.’
zóĳĻēČĳˉ °ČÏˉ ĳŕÓąąˉ ÈēŖÓĳˉ °ąĳēˉ ï°ŔÓˉ ĻïÓóįˉ óÏóēĳŗČÉį°ĳóÓĳʚˉ
ʿÓˉ °ŕ°įÓˉ Ļï°Ļˉ ĳÓĻĻóČéˉ ĬóĳĻēČĳˉ °ČÏˉ °ÏÿŀĳĻóČéˉ ĻïÓˉ ĳŕÓąąˉ
boxes creates a lot of noise – please do it during spoken
congregational responses to avoid distracting those in the
ĳÓįŔóÉÓʙˀˉ °ČÏˉ ʿząÓ°ĳÓˉ ÉąēĳÓˉ ĻïÓˉ ĳŕÓąąˉ ÈēŖÓĳˉ °èĻÓįˉ ŗēŀˉ ŢČóĳïˉ
(contrary to normal procedure) as if they are left open they
will all close with a loud bang!’ If you ever wondered what
those mysterious background noises were during the Creed
°ČÏˉTēįÏˀĳˉzį°ŗÓįʙˉČēŕˉŗēŀˉĂČēŕʘ
Curbing the enthusiasm of visiting organists for using
ąēŀÏÓįˉĳĻēĬĳˉóĳˉÉąÓ°įąŗˉ°ˉèįÓĮŀÓČĻˉóĳĳŀÓʚˉʿïÓˉ9įÓ°Ļˉ°ČÏˉzÓÏ°ąˉ
reeds are very loud in the quire, and these should be reserved
for the most extravagant climaxes only, as the sound can
easily be wearing on the congregation’s ears!’ and: ‘The Tuba
Mirabilis is of considerable volume and is en chamade facing
west, so we request visiting organists NOT to use this stop.’
Indeed, the whole question of balance between the choir and
ēįé°Čˉ óČˉ °Čˉ ŀČè°ċóąó°įˉ ĳĬ°ÉÓˉ É°Čˉ ÈÓˉ èį°ŀéïĻˉ ŕóĻïˉ ÏóèŢÉŀąĻŗʘˉ
?ēŕÓŔÓįʙˉ°ĻˉēČÓˉÉ°ĻïÓÏį°ąʙˉïÓąĬèŀąˉ°ÏŔóÉÓˉóĳˉēČˉï°ČÏʚˉʿįē°Ïąŗˉ
speaking, if you cannot hear the choir, you are too loud.’
Cameras can also help, though some of these are clearly
showing their age: ‘The “Cyclops” TV camera in the roof of the
crossing can be moved around by what’s left of the joystick!’
And microphones can also have traps for the unwary: ‘It
is possible to talk to the conductor during rehearsals by
pressing the switch below the microphone. It is essential that
you switch off the mic after each use, as the sound from this
mic is relayed throughout the entire cathedral sound system!’
aČÓˉïÓĳóĻ°ĻÓĳˉĻēˉŕēČÏÓįˉŕï°ĻˉÉēČŢÏÓČÉÓĳˉċóéïĻˉï°ŔÓˉÈÓÓČˉ
inadvertently broadcast to the whole cathedral.
Nifty footwork may be required of the visiting organist at
some venues, and not just up and down the pedalboard. ‘If
the Nave console swell pedals are not working, you may need
to go back upstairs to the Screen console to move these until
you feel resistance, as this ensures that they are locked into
position and synchronised with those downstairs,’ (though
not actually during a service, one hopes).
After all is over, cathedrals are very good at writing to
visiting choirs and organists with thanks, though nowadays
some are alert to the temptations social media might offer:
‘The placing of video recordings of services on internet
sites such as YouTube is strictly forbidden,’ and in the case
ēèˉ ÏóèŢÉŀąĻóÓĳˉ ŕóĻïˉ °ˉ ŔóĳóĻʚˉ ʿCèˉ ŗēŀįˉ ÓŖĬÓįóÓČÉÓˉ ï°ĳˉ ÈÓÓČˉ
unsatisfactory, please write to the Succentor. We would be
disappointed to learn of any frustrations via third parties or on
ĳēÉó°ąˉċÓÏó°ʘˀˉ?ēŕÓŔÓįʙˉēČÓˉïēĬÓĳˉĻï°ĻˉċēĳĻˉÓŖĬÓįóÓČÉÓĳˉ°įÓˉ
indeed positive and that (despite any problems encountered
along the way) visiting choirs, organists and indeed cathedrals
have a satisfying and richly rewarding experience.

Tel: 020 3 15 1 6 0 9 6 Email: info @fcm.org.uk
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Nurturing young talent
Jane Capon from the Choir Schools’ Association writes:

BBC Young Chorister of the Year 2020
A welcome collaboration beʵ
ĻŕÓÓČˉ ĻïÓˉ ˀĳˉ }°Ïóēˉ ɾˉ °ČÏˉ
ēČéĳ˂ēè˂zį°óĳÓ saw former Christ
Church Cathedral chorister
Alexander
Olleson
(right)
ÉįēŕČÓÏˉ ˉ ¥ēŀČéˉ ïēįóĳĻÓįˉ
ēèˉ ĻïÓˉ ¥Ó°įˉ ɾɼɾɼˉ óČˉ ÓÉÓċÈÓįʘˉ
?ŀČÏįÓÏĳˉ ēèˉ ÓČĻįóÓĳˉ ŕÓįÓˉ ŕïóĻʵ
ĻąÓÏˉ ÏēŕČˉ Ļēˉ ÿŀĳĻˉ ŢŔÓˉ Èēŗĳˉ °ČÏˉ
ŢŔÓˉ éóįąĳˉ èēįˉ ĻïÓˉ ĻÓąÓŔóĳÓÏˉ ĳÓċóʵ
ŢČ°ąĳʙˉ ĬįÓĳÓČĻÓÏˉ Èŗˉ ąÓÏˉ OēČÓĳˉ
and Katherine Jenkins.
zÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳˉ Èŗˉ ĻïÓˉ ĳóŖˉ
ŢČ°ąóĳĻĳˉĬįēċĬĻÓÏˉĻïÓˉÉï°óįˉēèˉĻïÓˉÿŀÏéÓĳʙˉOēïČˉ}ŀĻĻÓįʙˉĻēˉĳ°ŗʚˉ
“This is more than just a competition. It’s really a celebration
ēèˉ °ąąˉ ĻïÓˉ ŗēŀČéˉ ÉïēįóĳĻÓįĳˉ ēèˉ įóĻ°óČˉ ŕïēˉ éóŔÓˉ ĻïÓóįˉ ĻóċÓʙˉ
their talents and their dedication to make our church and
É°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉÉïēóįĳˉŕï°ĻˉĻïÓŗˉ°įÓˉĻēÏ°ŗʘʾˉ?Óˉŕ°ĳˉÿēóČÓÏˉēČˉĻïÓˉ
panel by singer and former winner Laura Wright and the
ï°ĬÓąˉ}ēŗ°ąʙˉ?°ċĬĻēČˉēŀįĻˀĳˉ°įąˉO°ÉĂĳēČʘ
We warmly congratulate Alexander and Josie Sim
èįēċˉ TóÉïŢÓąÏˉ °ĻïÓÏį°ąʙˉ ŕïēˉ ŕ°ĳˉ °ŕ°įÏÓÏˉ ĻïÓˉ ?óéïąŗˉ
Commended trophy. All six brought their own story, so
ŕÓąąˉÉ°ĬĻŀįÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïÓˉʘˉ£Óˉ°ĬĬą°ŀÏˉTÓ°ïˉ}°ÏÉąóèèÓˉèįēċˉ
ēŀČĻŗˉ ēŕČʙˉ 9ŀóąÏèēįÏˉ °ĻïÓÏį°ąˀĳˉ ïÓ°Ïˉ ÉïēįóĳĻÓįʙˉ }ŀÈŗˉ
ĂóąÈÓÉĂʙˉ ï°įąóÓˉ įŀÓċ°Čˉ èįēċˉ £°ĂÓŢÓąÏˉ °ĻïÓÏį°ąˉ °ČÏˉ
Sebastian Carrington, who sings at Coventry Cathedral, for
their wonderful contributions.
Alexander has already enjoyed being a soloist in three
ïóéïʵĬįēŢąÓˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳʙˉóČÉąŀÏóČéˉ°ˉĳĬÓÉó°ąˉÉēČÉÓįĻˉŕóĻïˉ
ĻïÓˉ aŖèēįÏˉ zïóąï°įċēČóÉˉ aįÉïÓĳĻį°ˉ Ļēˉ Ĭ°ŗˉ ĻįóÈŀĻÓˉ Ļēˉ ĻïÓˉ
Oxford vaccine team (this can be seen on their YouTube
channel) and a Christmas edition of ēČéĳ˂ēè˂zį°óĳÓ recorded
óČˉĻˉz°ŀąˀĳˉ°ĻïÓÏį°ąʘ

Support for young organists
8óèĻÓÓČʵŗÓ°įʵēąÏˉ
ÓÉĂŗʵ$ąąóÉÓˉ
Creighton (left), a chorister at
Canterbury Cathedral, is the Sir
David Willcocks Organ Award
ĳÉïēą°įˉèēįˉɾɼɾɼʵɾɾʘˉÓÉĂŗʵ$ąąóÉÓʙˉ
°ˉ ĬŀĬóąˉ °Ļˉ ?óéïŕēįĻïˉ 9į°ċċ°įˉ
School, Ashford, will study with
Dr David Newsholme, who is
Assistant Organist at Canterbury
and directs the girls’ choir.
ÓÉĂŗʵ$ąąóÉÓˉ óĳˉ ĻïÓˉ ŢèĻïˉ
holder of the award, which is
administered by the CSA and made possible by the Sir David
Willcocks Music Trust. It is designed to help musically
talented choristers start playing the organ and covers
tuition over six terms; the award also bestows free student
membership of the Royal College of Organists (RCO).
Congratulations are also in order to Felix Kirkby, the
newly appointed organ scholar at Christ Church Cathedral,
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ŕïēˉ ŕ°ĳˉ ĻïÓˉ ŢįĳĻˉ ŕóČČÓįˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓˉ °ŕ°įÏˉ óČˉ ɾɼɽʀʘˉ ʽÓóČéˉ
awarded the organ scholarship at Christ Church has been
one of the greatest honours and privileges of my life,” says
Felix. “I doubt it would even have been possible without the
generous support of the Willcocks award, and I strongly
encourage anyone who wishes to do something similar in
the future – but, like me, doesn’t necessarily have the means
to achieve it – to apply!”

CSA/Willcocks Composition Competition
Thomas Coldrick, previously senior chorister at Exeter
Cathedral and now a music scholar at Wellington School,
óĳˉ ĻïÓˉ ŕóČČÓįˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓˉ ÿŀČóēįˉ ʯŀĬˉ Ļēˉ ɽʀʰˉ ĳÓÉĻóēČˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓˉ ʥ
£óąąÉēÉĂĳˉ ēċĬēĳóĻóēČˉ ēċĬÓĻóĻóēČˉ ɾɼɾɼʘˉ ?Óˉ óĳˉ ĻïįóąąÓÏˉ
with his win: “When lockdown happened, it was sad because
we couldn’t sing services and our concerts all had to be
cancelled. My music teacher [at Exeter Cathedral School]
offered some composition workshops, so I signed up for
them. It was all online, using Microsoft Teams, and although
my last year as a chorister didn’t go as planned, I learned
lots of new skills!”
ÓÉēČÏˉ Ĭą°ÉÓˉ óČˉ ĻïÓˉ ÿŀČóēįˉ ĳÓÉĻóēČˉ ŕÓČĻˉ Ļēˉ ÓČÓÏóÉĻˉ
°ČČÓįʙˉ°ˉèēįċÓįˉÉïēįóĳĻÓįˉ°ĻˉĻˉz°ŀąˀĳˉ°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉ°ČÏˉČēŕˉ°Čˉ
academic and music scholar at Rugby School. Jacky Zhang, a
pupil at King’s College School, Cambridge, came third.
Adjudicator Jonathan Willcocks was so impressed he also
ċ°ÏÓˉĳóŖˉÉēċċÓČÏ°ĻóēČĳʚˉ£ēēÏŗˉēąąóČĳˉ°ČÏˉ?°įįŗˉOēįÏ°Čˉ
(Wells Cathedral School), James Cowen (Leicester Cathedral),
[óÉïēą°ĳˉ ?ēŕ°įÏˉ ʯïÓˉ ïēįóĳĻÓįˉ Éïēēąʙˉ ŀįï°ċʰʙˉ įŀĳïˉ
z°Čŕ°ąĂ°įˉʯzóąéįóċĳˀˉÉïēēąʙˉ£óČÉïÓĳĻÓįʰˉ°ČÏˉ$ąÓ°Čēįˉ}ēĳĳÓįˉ
(Chetham’s School of Music).
ïÓˉ ĳÓČóēįˉ ŕóČČÓįʙˉ ɽʃʵŗÓ°įʵ
old Jacob Fitzgerald (left),
started his musical career as
a chorister at Jesus College
°ċÈįóÏéÓʘˉ?ÓˉÓŖĬą°óČĳʚˉʽCĻˉŕ°ĳˉ
during this complete immersion
in choral music that I started
writing music – I went on to
study composition and violin
at Aldeburgh Young Musicians
in Suffolk, then moved to
ïÓĻï°ċˀĳˉèēįˉĻïÓˉʂĻïˉèēįċʘˉCˉ°ċˉ
now studying composition with
įˉ OÓįÓċŗˉ zóĂÓˉ °ČÏˉ C°Čˉ ĻÓĬïÓČĳʘʾˉ èĻÓįˉ ˉ ąÓŔÓąĳʙˉ O°ÉēÈˉ ŕóąąˉ
Ļ°ĂÓˉŀĬˉĻïÓˉÈ°ĳĳˉÉïēį°ąˉĳÉïēą°įĳïóĬˉ°Ļˉ?ÓįÓèēįÏˉ°ĻïÓÏį°ąʘˉ
ïóĳˉ ŗÓ°įˀĳˉ ÉēċĬÓĻóĻóēČˉ ŕ°ĳˉ ĻïÓˉ ŢįĳĻˉ Ļēˉ ÈÓˉ ēĬÓČÓÏˉ Ļēˉ °ąąˉ
cathedrals, thanks to support from the Cathedral Organists’
ĳĳēÉó°ĻóēČʘˉ £Óˉ °ąĳēˉ ÉēČéį°Ļŀą°ĻÓˉ 8Óįéŀĳˉ 9ŀóŔÓįˉ ʯĻˉ ĳ°Ĭïˉ
°ĻïÓÏį°ąʰˉ °ČÏˉ $ċċ°ˉ z°ĻÓįĳēČˉ ʯ9ŀóąÏèēįÏˉ °ĻïÓÏį°ąʰʙˉ ÈēĻïˉ
commended in the senior section. Fergus expressed his
gratitude to his cathedral for “investing in members of the
choir and promoting opportunities like this”, while for Emma,
ŕïēˉ ï°ĳˉ °ˉ }Zˉ 9ēąÏˉ ZÓÏ°ąʙˉ ĻïÓˉ ÉēċĬÓĻóĻóēČˉ ŕ°ĳˉ ĻïÓˉ ŢįĳĻˉ
time she had showed her compositions publically.
Jonathan Willcocks expressed his delight with both
the quantity and quality of entries (following the not
inconsiderable task of assessing all the compositions!).
?Ó found it an uplifting experience to read so many different
settings of the given text, all of which showed an appreciation
of how singing can bring such a huge dimension to words.
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The recruitment
situation
ČČ˂z°įĳēČĳ˂ŕįóĻÓĳʕ
Interest in CMT’s work has
grown greatly since my last
article, which I wrote in
May. Indeed, Membership
ÓÉįÓĻ°įŗˉ óċˉ ?°ŗŕ°įÏˉ
reports that emergency fund
publicity helped to recruit
ɾʀˉČÓŕˉċÓċÈÓįĳˉóČˉOŀąŗˉ°ČÏˉ
27 in August, the highest
monthly recruitment since
ɾɼɽɿʘˉ ŕēʵĻïóįÏĳˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓĳÓˉ
new recruits quoted a ‘news
item’ as the reason for
ÿēóČóČéʘˉ $Įŀ°ąąŗˉ ĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻˉ óĳˉ ĻïÓˉ éÓČÓįēŀĳˉ įÓĳĬēČĳÓˉ èįēċˉ
ÓŖóĳĻóČéˉċÓċÈÓįĳʘˉïÓˉ°ŔÓį°éÓˉĳŀÈĳÉįóĬĻóēČˉóĳˉŀĬˉɽɾ̀ˉēČˉĻïÓˉ
ĬįÓŔóēŀĳˉŗÓ°įʙˉŕóĻïˉĻïÓˉóČÉįÓ°ĳÓˉ°ąēČÓˉ°ÏÏóČéˉ˕ɽʄĂˉēèˉ°ČČŀ°ąˉ
óČÉēċÓʘˉïÓˉ°ŔÓį°éÓˉĳŀÈĳÉįóĬĻóēČˉĬÓįˉċÓċÈÓįˉóĳˉČēŕˉ˕ʀʀʙˉ
ŕóĻïˉ ʂɼˉ ċÓċÈÓįĳˉ ŕïēˉ ï°Ïˉ ĬįÓŔóēŀĳąŗˉ Ĭ°óÏˉ ąÓĳĳˉ Ļï°Čˉ ĻïÓˉ
minimum upgrading their subscription to more than the
minimum. My sincere thanks to Tim, who has overseen
ċÓċÈÓįĳïóĬˉĳēˉÓèŢÉóÓČĻąŗˉĻïįēŀéïēŀĻˉĻïÓˉŗÓ°įʘ
aŀįˉ ĳēÉó°ąˉ ċÓÏó°ˉ Ĭą°Ļèēįċĳˉ ÉēČĻóČŀÓˉ Ļēˉ ţēŀįóĳïʘˉ ïÓˉ
°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉ ïēóįĳˀˉ $ċÓįéÓČÉŗˉ 8ŀČÏʙˉ ą°ŀČÉïÓÏˉ óČˉ ċóÏʵĬįóąʙˉ
caused an avalanche of comments, likes and donations,
followed by equally strong performances from the
animated video accompanying CMT’s launch and the Sing
Forever fundraising project. The publicity given to Sing
Forever on ˉBreakfast,ˉˉ}°ÏóēˉʀˀĳˉSunday programme
and by Skyˉ[ÓŕĳˉÈēēĳĻÓÏˉèēąąēŕÓįˉČŀċÈÓįĳˉóČˉOŀČÓˉĻēˉɽʙʂʀʅˉ
ēČˉ ŕóĻĻÓįˉ °ČÏˉ ʂʙʁʃʀˉ ēČˉ 8°ÉÓÈēēĂʘˉ ïÓĳÓˉ ČŀċÈÓįĳˉ ï°ŔÓˉ
been increasing steadily since then, but have now seen a
steep increase with the appointment of Sophie Carp as
CMT’s Communications ̒ˉ Z°įĂÓĻóČéˉ aèŢÉÓįʘˉ ēĬïóÓˉ °ČÏˉ
Natasha Morris, our new Development Director, plan to
increase engagement on Twitter and Facebook and develop
ĳĻį°ĻÓéóÓĳˉĻēˉÓČï°ČÉÓˉZˀĳˉĬįēŢąÓˉ°ČÏˉįÓ°Éïʘˉ£ÓˉČēŕˉï°ŔÓˉ
a CMT Facebook page, in addition to FCM’s public group on
8°ÉÓÈēēĂʘˉïóĳˉóĳˉ°ĻĻį°ÉĻóČéˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻˉóČĻÓįÓĳĻʙˉ°ČÏˉ°ĳˉēèˉʅˉ
January has 739 followers. It is thanks to Sophie and Natasha’s
įÓÉÓČĻˉÓèèēįĻĳˉĻï°ĻˉèēąąēŕÓįˉČŀċÈÓįĳˉČēŕˉĳĻ°ČÏˉ°ĻˉɾʙɾʂʃˉēČˉ
ŕóĻĻÓįˉ°ČÏˉʃʙʅɾɼˉēČˉ8°ÉÓÈēēĂˉʯ°ĳˉ°ĻˉʅˉO°Čŀ°įŗʰʘˉząÓ°ĳÓˉĳï°įÓˉ
their posts and tweets as widely as possible.
aŀįˉĳēÉó°ąˉċÓÏó°ˉĬą°ĻèēįċĳˉĬą°ŗˉ°ˉĂÓŗˉįēąÓˉóČˉÏįóŔóČéˉĻį°èŢÉˉ
to CMT’s website. Links on social media to the Cathedral
ïēóįĳˀˉ$ċÓįéÓČÉŗˉ8ŀČÏˀĳˉOŀĳĻˉ9óŔóČéˉĬ°éÓʙˉĻïÓˉ°ČČēŀČÉÓċÓČĻˉ
about the appointment of new directors Cathy Dew and
[°Ļ°ĳï°ˉZēįįóĳʙˉĻïÓˉ?ÓąĬˉZŀĳóÉó°Čĳˉ8ÓĳĻóŔ°ąˉēèˉ°óČĻˉÓÉóąó°ˉ
°ČÏˉĻïÓˉ°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉaįé°ČóĳĻĳˉzą°ŗˉ°ÉïˉèēįˉĻïÓˉ8ŀĻŀįÓˉĬįēÿÓÉĻˉ
ʯóČˉ ŕïóÉïˉ ʁʀˉ É°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉ ēįé°ČóĳĻĳˉ Ĭą°ŗÓÏˉ °Éïˀĳˉ Toccata and
Fugue in D minor) drove increased interest, interaction and
ÏēČ°ĻóēČĳˉĻēˉĻïÓˉŕÓÈĳóĻÓʘˉŗˉĻïÓˉÉąēĳÓˉēèˉĻïÓˉÉ°ċĬ°óéČˉóČˉ
ÓÉÓċÈÓįˉ ɾɼɾɼʙˉ ŕÓˉ ŕÓįÓˉ ĬąÓ°ĳÓÏˉ Ļēˉ °ČČēŀČÉÓˉ Ļï°Ļˉ ˕ɽċˉ
had been raised for the Cathedral Choirs’ Emergency Fund.
A huge number of people have contributed, with donations
coming from all over the world. Encouragingly, too, many
supporters, although not subscribers, have expressed a

wish to continue supporting the cause of cathedral music,
and want to remain in touch with us.
The pandemic has caused huge distress in many ways, but
music’s ability to sustain and give consolation in the darkest
times has never been more welcome. Although silenced by
lockdown, choirs have discovered new ways of interacting
with each other and with us, and they continue to remind
us ever more forcefully of the need to treasure and support
this great choral heritage.

A new website
Cathy Dew reports:
We are delighted to let you know that the Cathedral Music
Trust is soon to launch a new website. In fact, if the last
pieces of the jigsaw fall smoothly into place, by the time you
are reading this, it may already be live.

The new website is the culmination of months of work
behind the scenes. It is the public side of a new IT system
which enables us to manage our data securely and keep more
regularly in touch with Friends and supporters. Friends will
be able to log in and update their contact details themselves,
óèˉĻïÓŗˉŕóĳïʘˉ£ïÓČˉ9°ĻïÓįóČéĳˉ°įÓˉēČÉÓˉ°é°óČˉĬÓįċóĻĻÓÏʙˉóĻˉ
will be possible to book online. Our online grant application
system will be very much improved, and we also hope soon
to be introducing an online shop for our Christmas cards and
a new range of merchandise.
Do go to www.cathedralmusictrust.org.uk and have a
look at the new site. As well as pages about the Trust and
its team, our new Discover section provides information for
potential choristers, choral and organ scholars, as well as an
introduction for people new to the world of cathedral music.
It is more interactive than our old site, with plenty of videos
to watch, things to listen to and lovely images.
aŀįˉ ČÓŕˉ ĳŗĳĻÓċˉ ŕóąąˉ ÓŔÓČˉ ÈÓČÓŢĻˉ ĻïēĳÓˉ ēèˉ ēŀįˉ 8įóÓČÏĳˉ
who do not have access to the internet. If you call or write to
us, any member of the staff team will be able to update your
details, process your order or make a booking on your behalf.
We sincerely hope that our new system will help us get better
acquainted with all our Friends and keep you better informed
about the work of the Trust.
We’d welcome feedback on the new system, so please do
get in touch if you have any comments to offer.

Contac t the Editor – editorc v@fcm.org.uk
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Introducing the new
communications and
development team . . .
Last autumn, we were pleased to welcome on board Natasha
Morris as our new Development Director and Sophie Carp as
ēŀį˂ČÓŕ˂ēċċŀČóÉ°ĻóēČĳ˂̋˂Z°įĂÓĻóČé˂aèŢÉÓįʕ
Natasha writes: I have always loved
singing. In the early days, my taste
ŕ°ĳˉèēįˉ óĳČÓŗˉ°ČÏˉʅɼĳˉĬēĬʙˉÈŀĻˉÈŗˉ
the time I reached my late teens
Ļïóĳˉ ï°Ïˉ ÓŔēąŔÓÏˉ óČĻēˉ °ˉ ţÓÏéąóČéˉ
ąēŔÓˉ ēèˉ Éïēį°ąˉ ċŀĳóÉʘˉ éÓÏˉ ɽʄʙˉ °ČÏˉ
°ĳˉ °ˉ ĳĻ°ĻÓʵĳÉïēēąˉ É°ČÏóÏ°ĻÓʙˉ Cˉ ŕ°ĳˉ
inspired to apply for a choral scholʵ
arship at Jesus College Cambridge.
ÓĳĬóĻÓˉ ċŗˉ ĳóéïĻʵįÓ°ÏóČéˉ ÈÓóČéˉ °ˉ
ąóĻĻąÓˉ ĳŀĳĬÓÉĻˉ ʯè°ČÉŗˉ ĳóéïĻʵįÓ°ÏóČéˉ
words as well as notes!), I was ofʵ
fered a place in the choir. A year
later, there I was, a new English undergrad, newly robed and
įÓ°ÏŗˉóČˉĻïÓˉĳĻ°ąąĳʙˉĳóČéóČéˉċŗˉŢįĳĻʵÓŔÓįˉ$ŔÓČĳēČéˉŀČÏÓįˉĻïÓˉ
ÏóįÓÉĻóēČˉēèˉ °ČóÓąˉ?ŗÏÓʘˉïÓˉĬĳ°ąċĳˉŕÓįÓˉ°ˉÈóĻˉēèˉ°ˉĳïēÉĂˉĻēˉ
my system (I’d never sung one before), but since then I have
never looked back. The opportunity truly changed my life,
opening up new horizons and giving me the chance to travel
ĻïÓˉŕēįąÏʛˉóĻˉ°ąĳēˉé°ŔÓˉċÓˉĻïÓˉÉēČŢÏÓČÉÓˉĻēˉĬŀįĳŀÓˉÓŖÉÓąąÓČÉÓˉ
both as a musician and in my professional life.
I know from personal experience how music has the
power to transform lives, both for the musician and for the
listener. Last summer, therefore, when reading about this
new role during such a devastating year for all musicians, I
felt compelled to apply. The work the Trust does feels more
important than ever at the moment, and it means a lot to me
to be able to use my professional skills to give back to the
musical tradition that has made me who I am today.
CˉÿēóČÓÏˉĻïÓˉįŀĳĻˉèįēċˉċŗˉįēąÓˉ°ĳˉēįĬēį°ĻÓˉz°įĻČÓįĳïóĬĳˉ
Manager at Opera North, where I supported a development
team responsible for generating funds to enable the company
to work using music and performance to connect with
ÉēċċŀČóĻóÓĳˉ °ČÏˉ óČĳĬóįÓˉ ČÓŕˉ éÓČÓį°ĻóēČĳʘˉ zįóēįˉ Ļēˉ Ļï°Ļʙˉ Cˉ
worked in individual giving, leading regular and major donor
campaigns at Jesus College Cambridge, followed by a short
stint at York Minster.
CˉČēŕˉąóŔÓˉóČˉ¥ēįĂˉŕóĻïˉċŗˉïŀĳÈ°ČÏʙˉÓČÿ°ċóČˉZēįįóĳʙˉŕïēˉ
is Assistant Director of Music at York Minster (we met when
we were both members of Jesus College Choir). In my spare
ĻóċÓʙˉCˉ°ċˉÉï°óįˉēèˉĻïÓˉÈē°įÏˉèēįˉ¥ēįĂˉZŀĳóÉˉ?ŀÈʙˉ°ČÏˉ°ˉĻįŀĳĻÓÓˉ
ēèˉ ĻïÓˉ ï°ĬĻÓįˉ ?ēŀĳÓˉ ïēóįˉ ʷˉ ÈēĻïˉ ąēÉ°ąˉ Éï°įóĻóÓĳˉ ŕēįĂóČéˉ
ï°įÏˉ Ļēˉ ĳï°įÓˉ Įŀ°ąóĻŗˉ ċŀĳóÉʵċ°ĂóČéˉ ēĬĬēįĻŀČóĻóÓĳˉ ŕóĻïˉ °ąąˉ
young people in our local communities. I am so excited to
have joined the team at the Cathedral Music Trust, and look
forward to working collaboratively with colleagues, trustees,
ēŀįˉ zįÓĳóÏÓČĻˉ ʷˉ °ČÏʙˉ ēèˉ ÉēŀįĳÓʙˉ 8įóÓČÏĳˉ °ČÏˉ ēŀįˉ ŕēČÏÓįèŀąˉ
volunteers – to continue the excellent work the organisation
has done over many years, championing cathedral music
and ensuring this precious living heritage continues to have
a transformational impact on individuals and communities
every day.
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Sophie writes: Despite not being
the most gifted of musicians,
I have always had a passion
èēįˉ ċŀĳóÉʘˉ ?°ŔóČéˉ éįēŕČˉ ŀĬˉ
in the Netherlands, where I
spent a short stint in my local
church choir, I moved to the
UK to start university, where
I was introduced to Evensong.
The beauty of the music and
the magical atmosphere of
the ecclesiastical buildings
really struck a chord. After
my
undergraduate
degree
óČˉ ?óĳĻēįŗˉ ēèˉ įĻʙˉ Cˉ ÏóÏˉ °Čˉ Zzïóąˉ °Ļˉ ïįóĳĻóÓˀĳˉ $ÏŀÉ°ĻóēČʘˉ
This was followed by a short stint in the antiques trade in
London, after which I went back to university to study for
°Čˉ Zzïóąˉ óČˉ įĻĳʙˉ ŀąĻŀįÓˉ °ČÏˉ $ÏŀÉ°ĻóēČʘˉ ¢°įóēŀĳˉ įēąÓĳˉ óČˉ
the arts and higher education followed. My most recent
ĬēĳóĻóēČˉŕ°ĳˉ°ĳˉ ēČēįˉ}Óą°ĻóēČĳˉ̒ˉēċċŀČóÉ°ĻóēČĳˉaèŢÉÓįˉ
at the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford, where I managed
ĬŀÈąóÉˉèŀČÏį°óĳóČéˉÉ°ċĬ°óéČĳʙˉ°ĳˉŕÓąąˉ°ĳˉąÓé°ÉóÓĳˉ°ČÏˉïóéïʵ
ĬįēŢąÓˉÓŔÓČĻĳʘ
Although my academic and professional career has,
until recently, taken me down the path of history of art,
antiques and museums, my passion for cathedral music
ï°ĳˉ įÓċ°óČÓÏʘˉ Zŗˉ ïŀĳÈ°ČÏˉ óĳˉ °Čˉ ÓŖʵÉïēį°ąˉ ĳÉïēą°įˉ °ČÏˉ
all of our big milestones and family occasions have been
accompanied by a soundtrack of sacred music. Living
in Oxford, we are spoiled for choice when it comes to
ąóĳĻÓČóČéˉĻēˉŕēįąÏʵÉą°ĳĳˉċŀĳóÉʙˉ°ČÏˉCˉÉ°ČˀĻˉŕ°óĻˉĻēˉÈÓˉ°ÈąÓˉ
to attend Evensong again soon!
In the last few years, I have taken some time away
èįēċˉ ċŗˉ É°įÓÓįˉ Ļēˉ ąēēĂˉ °èĻÓįˉ ēŀįˉ ĳċ°ąąˉ ÉïóąÏįÓČʙˉ Čēŕˉ ɿʕˉ
and nearly 2, but I was keen to work for a charitable arts
organisation upon my return to work. I am passionate
about the transformative power of the arts, especially
as a catalyst for social change, and am very excited by
the prospect of playing my part in making cathedral
music available to the widest and most diverse audiences
possible. This is such an exciting time to have joined the
Cathedral Music Trust, and I am very much enjoying the
role so far.
ĳˉēċċŀČóÉ°ĻóēČĳˉ̒ˉZ°įĂÓĻóČéˉaèŢÉÓįʙˉCˉ°ċˉŕēįĂóČéˉ
closely with Natasha. Since we were both appointed,
we have been busy promoting the Cathedral Choirs’
Emergency Fund, by collaborating on exciting digital
ÉēČĻÓČĻˉ ĳŀÉïˉ °ĳˉ ĻïÓˉ °Éïˉ Toccata and Fugue in D minor
Ĭą°ŗÓÏˉÈŗˉʁʀˉēįé°ČóĳĻĳʘˉïÓˉ°ÉïˉŔóÏÓēˉį°óĳÓÏˉŕÓąąˉēŔÓįˉ˕ɾɼĂˉ
in the week since its launch and has so far been watched
by hundreds of thousands of people across the world. We
are thrilled that the Cathedral Choirs’ Emergency Fund
įÓ°ÉïÓÏˉ óĻĳˉ ˕ɽċˉ Ļ°įéÓĻˉ óČˉ Ó°įąŗˉ ÓÉÓċÈÓįʘˉ ēéÓĻïÓįˉ ŕóĻïˉ
the matched funding from the Church Commissioners,
this brings the total amount awarded this year to support
É°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉÉïēóįĳˉóČˉČÓÓÏˉĻēˉ˕ɾċʘ
It is wonderful to have been given the chance to
work with musicians and cathedrals across the country
on projects such as this, and we very much hope that
the relationships we have started to build will form the
foundation for many more interesting projects in future.

w w w.cathedralmusic trus t .org.uk

Working in partnership

Our inaugural Virtual Gathering

Natasha: We are living in a time of global crisis, and the past
six months have seen change at a speed and scale few could
have foreseen. So our challenge now is how can we evolve
and ensure we have real, sustained and relevant impact as
an organisation in a changing society. For choral music, in
particular, we have a special role to play at this time in keeping
our communities united through the power of music, and
ensuring cathedral, college chapel and major church choirs
emerge stronger and more resilient.

Natasha:ˉČˉ°ÈĳēąŀĻÓˉïóéïąóéïĻˉēèˉēŀįˉŢįĳĻˉèÓŕˉċēČĻïĳˉŕ°ĳˉĻïÓˉ
ÉįÓ°ĻóēČˉēèˉēŀįˉóČ°ŀéŀį°ąˉ¢óįĻŀ°ąˉ9°ĻïÓįóČéˉēČˉɽɾˉ ÓÉÓċÈÓįʙˉ
and huge credit must go to Cathy Dew, who managed the
new technology in a masterful and seamless way! We were
ÿēóČÓÏˉ Èŗˉ ŕÓąąˉ ēŔÓįˉ ɽɼɼˉ ēèˉ ēŀįˉ 8įóÓČÏĳʙˉ ŀČóĻÓÏˉ ĻēéÓĻïÓįˉ ēČˉ
Zoom by our mutual love of choral music. The event featured
panel discussions with directors of music, organists, singers
and precentors about the impact of this year on cathedral
music, as well as a number of wonderful performances by
choristers, lay clerks, choral scholars and organists.
It was very uplifting to hear how choirs across the country
have kept the music going, despite so much challenge. It was
also great to be given insight into the creative processes
of our virtual fundraisers, as we heard from choral scholar
Daniel Maw on the development of the Scholars’ Evensong
°ČÏˉēįé°ČóĳĻˉ[óÉïēą°ĳˉ8įÓÓĳĻēČÓˉēČˉĻïÓˉÉįÓ°ĻóēČˉēèˉĻïÓˉ°Éïˉ
ēÉÉ°Ļ°ˉ°ČÏˉ8ŀéŀÓˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓʘˉ?°įįŗˉïįóĳĻēĬïÓįĳˉĳï°įÓÏˉ

TóÉïŢÓąÏ˂°ĻïÓÏį°ą˂ʮ˂ĬïēĻē˂[óÉĂ˂Ļ°èèēįÏ˂ʨzóŖ°È°ŗʩ

Cĳ°Ļ°˂Q°ČČÓïʮZ°ĳēČ˂ʮ˂ĬïēĻē˂}ēÈóČ˂ąÓŕąÓŗ˂

z°įĻČÓįĳïóĬĳˉ °ČÏˉ ÉįēĳĳʵĳÓÉĻēįˉ Éēąą°Èēį°ĻóēČˉ °įÓˉ ŔóĻ°ąʙˉ
and it has been fantastic that the Cathedral Music Trust
has joined forces with partner organisations to increase the
impact of our work, for example, our CCEF partners, the
Ouseley Church Music Trust, the Choir Schools’ Association
and, indeed, the Church Commissioners (see page 2).
ZēįÓˉįÓÉÓČĻąŗʙˉŕÓˀŔÓˉĳÓÓČˉĻïóĳˉóČˉēŀįˉĬ°įĻČÓįĳïóĬˉŕóĻïˉ?ÓąĬˉ
Musicians and classic f m where, together, we created a
virtual Festival of Saint Cecilia. The festival featured music by
ĻïÓˉÉïēóįĳˉēèˉ£ÓĳĻċóČĳĻÓįˉ°ČÏˉ9ąēŀÉÓĳĻÓįˉÉ°ĻïÓÏį°ąĳʙˉ°ĳˉŕÓąąˉ
°ĳˉ°ĬĬÓ°į°ČÉÓĳˉÈŗˉOēïČˉ}ŀĻĻÓįʙˉCĳ°Ļ°ˉQ°ČČÓïʵZ°ĳēČˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉ
°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉZŀĳóÉˉįŀĳĻˀĳˉzįÓĳóÏÓČĻʙˉ?°įįŗˉïįóĳĻēĬïÓįĳʘˉïÓˉ
ÓŔÓČĻˉ ŕ°ĳˉ ÓČÿēŗÓÏˉ Èŗˉ ēŔÓįˉ ʄɼʙɼɼɼˉ ĬÓēĬąÓˉ °Éįēĳĳˉ ĻïÓˉ ŕēįąÏˉ
and you can still enjoy the full festival online via:
http://bit.ly/StCeciliaCelebration

Sophie: My role is also an example of the power of partnership
in creating impact: the post is generously funded by the
9ÓČÓĳóĳˉ8ēŀČÏ°ĻóēČˉ°ČÏˉŕÓˉ°įÓˉąēēĂóČéˉèēįŕ°įÏˉĻēˉŕēįĂóČéˉ
collaboratively with them to ensure the choral music world
įÓċ°óČĳˉ °ˉ ţēŀįóĳïóČéˉ ēČÓˉ èēįˉ éÓČÓį°ĻóēČĳˉ Ļēˉ ÉēċÓʘˉ ïÓˉ
foundation’s funding and partnership model has created
opportunities for thousands of young artists in music and
theatre, building both their experience and resilience. We
will be joining their network of partners, which includes
organisations such as The Sixteen, the National Theatre,
LAMDA, the Almeida Theatre and the Young Vic. We are
ÓŖĻįÓċÓąŗˉ Ļï°ČĂèŀąˉ Ļēˉ ĻïÓˉ 9ÓČÓĳóĳˉ 8ēŀČÏ°ĻóēČˉ èēįˉ ĻïÓóįˉ
support.

the story of his own journey into cathedral music; the son of
a publican and a young chorister at Canterbury Cathedral,
he is now an internationally renowned conductor. We also
heard from the actor and presenter Alexander Armstrong,
who is a brilliant public ambassador for our work.
It was encouraging to hear afterwards from many
°ĻĻÓČÏÓÓĳˉ °ÈēŀĻˉ ĻïÓóįˉ ÓŖĬÓįóÓČÉÓˉ ēèˉ Ļïóĳˉ ŢįĳĻʵÓŔÓįˉ ¢óįĻŀ°ąˉ
9°ĻïÓįóČéˉ ʯʽĬąÓČÏóÏˉ ʘˉ ʘˉ ʘˉ CˀŔÓˉ ČÓŔÓįˉ ÓČÿēŗÓÏˉ °ˉ ŕÓÈóČ°įˉ
so much before”). For those who wish to catch up on the
ï°óįċ°Čˀĳˉ ĳĬÓÓÉïʙˉ ŕïóÉïˉ ĳĻ°įĻÓÏˉ ĻïÓˉ 9Zˉ ĳÓÉĻóēČˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓˉ
event, this will be published in Cathedral Music in May.
CČˉɾɼɾɽʙˉŕÓˉŕóąąˉÈÓˉąēēĂóČéˉ°ĻˉïēŕˉŕÓˉÉ°ČˉÈŀóąÏˉēČˉĻïóĳˉ
ĳŀÉÉÓĳĳʙˉÓĳĬÓÉó°ąąŗˉóèˉąóŔÓˉÓŔÓČĻĳˉÉēČĻóČŀÓˉĻēˉÈÓˉÏóèŢÉŀąĻˉĻēˉ
organise in the coming months. We also hope to be able
to share recordings of future events on YouTube, allowing
more Friends to engage with what is happening. That said,
we cannot wait for the day when we can be together in
person to enjoy the beauty of choral music as a community
again.
Sophie:ˉ £Óˉ °įÓˉ ÓŖÉóĻÓÏˉ Ļēˉ ï°ŔÓˉ óČÏóŔóÏŀ°ąĳˉ ąóĂÓˉ ?°įįŗˉ
Christophers and Alexander Armstrong, as well as
ēįé°Čóĳ°ĻóēČĳˉ ąóĂÓˉ ĻïÓˉ 9ÓČÓĳóĳˉ 8ēŀČÏ°ĻóēČʙˉ Éï°ċĬóēČóČéˉ
our work. In the months ahead, we will continue to focus on
ÏÓŔÓąēĬóČéˉ èŀČÏį°óĳóČéˉ °ČÏˉ °ŕ°įÓČÓĳĳʵį°óĳóČéˉ É°ċĬ°óéČĳʙˉ
with the aim to broaden our reach and impact as an
organisation. Natasha and I are also really looking forward
to meeting many of you over the coming years, and hearing
about what has inspired your love of choral music.

Contac t the Editor – editorc v@fcm.org.uk
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Our new Administration
Officer

Michael Wiles

Katy Ashman writes:

Cˉ ŢįĳĻˉ ċÓĻˉ ZóÉï°Óąˉ £óąÓĳʙˉ ŕïēˉ
recently stepped down as joint
DR Coordinator and DR for York,
óČˉ ɾɼɼʀʘˉ Cˉ ï°Ïˉ Ļ°ĂÓČˉ ēČˉ ĻïÓˉ ÿēÈˉ ēèˉ
ēįé°ČóĳóČéˉ [°ĻóēČ°ąˉ 9°ĻïÓįóČéĳˉ óČˉ
ɾɼɼɾˉ °ČÏˉ Cˉ įÓ°ąóĳÓÏˉ Ļï°Ļˉ óĻˉ ŕ°ĳˉ ČēĻˉ
practical to do this as well as being
Diocesan Representative for York,
a role I had held for some years. So
I wrote to all the FCM members in
the diocese to ask if any of them would be willing to take on
the role. Michael expressed an interest and, when we met over
a cup of coffee, I realised straight away that he would be a
ĳŀóĻ°ÈąÓˉ É°ČÏóÏ°ĻÓʘˉ ?Óˉ ï°ĳˉ ĬįēŔÓÏˉ ïóċĳÓąèˉ Ļēˉ ÈÓˉ °ˉ ŢįĳĻʵÉą°ĳĳˉ
óēÉÓĳ°Čˉ }ÓĬįÓĳÓČĻ°ĻóŔÓˉ ēŔÓįˉ ĻïÓˉ ą°ĳĻˉ ɽʂˉ ŗÓ°įĳʙˉ óČÉįÓ°ĳóČéˉ
¥ēįĂˀĳˉċÓċÈÓįĳïóĬˉèįēċˉʂɼˉĻēˉɾɼɼʘ
ZóÉï°ÓąˀĳˉÈ°ÉĂéįēŀČÏˉŕ°ĳˉóÏÓ°ąˉèēįˉĻïÓˉÿēÈʘˉ?Óˉï°ÏˉįÓÉÓČĻąŗˉ
retired after 37 years teaching the senior class in a large village
primary school, where he had also been a member of the
ĳÉïēēąˉ ċ°Č°éÓċÓČĻˉ ĻÓ°ċˉ °ČÏˉ ĻïÓˉ ïÓ°Ïˉ ēèˉ ĳÉïēēąˉ ċŀĳóÉʘˉ ?Óˉ
ÈŀóąĻˉŀĬˉ°ˉÉïēóįˉēèˉʂɼʙˉį°Čˉ°ˉĳÉïēēąˉēįÉïÓĳĻį°ˉ°ČÏˉÉēČÏŀÉĻÓÏˉ
°Čˉ°įÓ°ˉĳÉïēēąĳˀˉēįÉïÓĳĻį°ˉèēįˉċ°ČŗˉŗÓ°įĳʘˉ?Óˉ°ąĳēˉÏóįÓÉĻÓÏˉ°ˉ
ÉēċċŀČóĻŗˉÉïēóįʙˉĻïÓˉĻ°ċèēįÏˉįóÏéÓˉóČéÓįĳʙˉèēįˉɾʁˉŗÓ°įĳʘˉ
Most importantly, he worshipped at York Minster and had a
great love of cathedral music – as he still does.
It wasn’t long before his enthusiasm and talent for
ēįé°Čóĳ°ĻóēČˉ ÓČÉēŀį°éÓÏˉ ēŀįˉ èēįċÓįˉ ï°óįċ°Čʙˉ zįēèÓĳĳēįˉ
zÓĻÓįˉ ēŗČÓʙˉ Ļēˉ óČŔóĻÓˉ ZóÉï°Óąˉ Ļēˉ ÿēóČˉ ēŀČÉóąˉ °ĳˉ °ˉ ĻįŀĳĻÓÓˉ
°ČÏˉÈÓÉēċÓˉ }ˉēēįÏóČ°ĻēįˉÿēóČĻąŗˉŕóĻïˉÓįįŗˉ ŀèèŗˉóČˉɾɼɼʃʘˉ
ZóÉï°ÓąˉèŀąŢąąÓÏˉĻïóĳˉįēąÓˉŕóĻïˉÓČÓįéŗˉ°ČÏˉÓèŢÉóÓČÉŗˉ°ČÏˉ }ĳˉ
quickly realised that he was available to give help and advice.
?Óˉ °ČÏˉ Óįįŗˉ ŕÓįÓˉ óČĳĻįŀċÓČĻ°ąˉ óČˉ °ĬĬēóČĻóČéˉ ČÓŕˉ }ĳˉ Ļēˉ
Ţąąˉ Ŕ°É°ČÉóÓĳʘˉ ïÓŗˉ °ąĳēˉ ÓČÉēŀį°éÓÏˉ }ĳˉ Ļēˉ °ĻĻÓČÏˉ [°ĻóēČ°ąˉ
9°ĻïÓįóČéĳʙˉÏŀįóČéˉŕïóÉïˉĻïÓŗˉĳÓĻˉŀĬˉċÓÓĻóČéĳˉĻēˉĬįēŔóÏÓˉïÓąĬˉ
and support.
ZóÉï°Óąˉ ïóċĳÓąèˉ ēįé°ČóĳÓÏˉ ċ°Čŗˉ ĳŀÉÉÓĳĳèŀąˉ 9°ĻïÓįóČéĳˉ
in York on an annual basis. These usually lasted the whole
ŕÓÓĂÓČÏˉ °ČÏˉ ŕÓįÓˉ ÓĮŀóŔ°ąÓČĻˉ Ļēˉ [°ĻóēČ°ąˉ 9°ĻïÓįóČéĳˉ óČˉ
scope and detail. Eighty members or more would attend,
not just from the York diocese but from all over the country.
ïÓˉ9°ĻïÓįóČéĳˉŕÓįÓˉċ°óČąŗˉèēÉŀĳÓÏˉ°Ļˉ¥ēįĂˉZóČĳĻÓįʙˉŕïÓįÓˉ
Michael forged close relationships with the music department
and clergy, but he also made a point of encouraging the music
at Middlesbrough Cathedral, as well as at Ampleforth Abbey,
ÓŔÓįąÓŗˉ ZóČĳĻÓįʙˉ įóÏąóČéĻēČˉ zįóēįŗʙˉ ÓąÈŗˉ ÈÈÓŗˉ °ČÏˉ Ļˉ
zÓĻÓįˀĳˉÉïēēąʙˉ¥ēįĂʘ
ZóÉï°Óąˉï°ĳˉÈÓÓČˉ°ˉĳĻÓŕ°įÏˉ°Ļˉ¥ēįĂˉZóČĳĻÓįˉèēįˉɽʂˉŗÓ°įĳˉ°ČÏˉ
counting. In addition, he has worked tirelessly for the Friends
ēèˉ¥ēįĂˉZóČĳĻÓįʙˉēįé°ČóĳóČéˉÏ°ŗˉĻįóĬĳˉ°ČÏˉ°Čˉ°ČČŀ°ąˉQʵÈ°ĳÓÏˉ
ïēąóÏ°ŗʘˉ ?óĳˉ ĻįóĬĳˉ °ČÏˉ ïēąóÏ°ŗĳˉ °įÓˉ °ąŕ°ŗĳˉ ēŔÓįʵĳŀÈĳÉįóÈÓÏˉ
ÈÓÉ°ŀĳÓˉĻïÓŗˉ°įÓˉĳŀĬÓįÈąŗˉēįé°ČóĳÓÏˉèįēċˉĳĻ°įĻˉĻēˉŢČóĳïʘˉ9óČ°ˉ
and I can testify to this, as we have been on several. We have
valued his friendship, as have many, many others. Michael has
also been a steward at the Ryedale Festival, an annual summer
music festival in North Yorkshire in which concerts are held in
local churches and stately homes.
We thank Michael for all the work he has done for FCM over
ĻïÓˉą°ĳĻˉɽʂˉŗÓ°įĳʙˉ°ČÏˉŕÓˉŕóĳïˉïóċˉ°ˉŔÓįŗˉï°ĬĬŗˉįÓĻóįÓċÓČĻʘ

Who would have thought a musical
diet of Cats and Kylie would have set
me on the path to some tremendous
ċŀĳóÉ°ąˉ °ÏŔÓČĻŀįÓĳʟˉ [ēČÓĻïÓąÓĳĳʙˉ
singing and playing the recorder at
my primary school in rural North
Dorset led on to more serious musical
óČŔēąŔÓċÓČĻˉŕïÓČˉCˉĻēēĂˉŀĬˉĻïÓˉţŀĻÓˉ
and began to teach myself to play the
piano. (Needless to say, I was the only
person in my year with a poster of an orchestra and choir in
ÉēČÉÓįĻˉēČˉĻïÓóįˉÈÓÏįēēċˉʵˉ°ˉŕ°ąąʝʰ
aČˉ ĻïÓˉ ÓŔÓˉ ēèˉ ċŗˉ ɽɼĻïˉ ÈóįĻïÏ°ŗʙˉ Cˉ ï°Ïˉ ĻïÓˉ ŕēČÏÓįèŀąˉ
experience of singing in Sherborne Abbey in a choir of
massed primary school children under the direction of Sir
°ŔóÏˉ£óąąÉēÉĂĳʘˉCĻˉŕ°ĳˉĻïÓˉŢįĳĻˉĻóċÓˉCˉï°ÏˉĳÓÓČˉ°ˉĬįēèÓĳĳóēČ°ąˉ
ēįÉïÓĳĻį°ˉóČˉ°ÉĻóēČˉʯĻïÓˉēŀįČÓċēŀĻïˉóČèēČóÓĻĻ°ʰˉ°ČÏˉCˉŕ°ĳˉ
hooked. My grandmother had arranged for me to meet our
conductor after the concert, and we had a quick chat and
shook hands. Despite feeling very shy, I was exhilarated by
the experience.
Cˉ ĻēēĂˉ ŀĬˉ ĻïÓˉ È°ĳĳēēČˉ ÏŀįóČéˉ ċŗˉ 9$ĳˉ ÈŀĻˉ ï°Ïˉ Ļēˉ
įÓąóČĮŀóĳïˉóĻˉŕïÓČˉCˉŕÓČĻˉĻēˉ°ĻïˉĬ°ˉČóŔÓįĳóĻŗˉēąąÓéÓˉʯ°ĳˉóĻˉ
was then) to study Music. It is easy, with hindsight, to say that
it wasn’t the right choice for me, and after I left university
I didn’t play or sing again for nine years. Instead, I did an
apprenticeship in business administration and then worked
in horticulture, software support, parish administration and,
more recently, for a national conservation charity.
CČˉ ɾɼɼʄʙˉ Cˉ ŢČ°ąąŗˉ ĻēēĂˉ ŀĬˉ ċŀĳóÉʵċ°ĂóČéˉ °é°óČʙˉ ÿēóČóČéˉ ċŗˉ
nearest community orchestra. I went on to perform a huge
°ċēŀČĻˉēèˉįÓĬÓįĻēóįÓˉóČˉĳÓŔÓį°ąˉēįÉïÓĳĻį°ĳʙˉóČÉąŀÏóČéˉ°ˉ?°ŗÏČˉ
Creation °Ļˉ ïįóĳĻÉïŀįÉïˉ zįóēįŗˉ °ČÏʙˉ ĳĮŀÓÓŞÓÏˉ óČĻēˉ ZóąĻēČˉ
ÈÈÓŗʙˉ°ˉċÓċēį°ÈąÓˉÓÓĻïēŔÓČˀĳˉSymphony No. 9.
I was fortunate to gain a franchise
to run music workshops for older
adults in care settings across Dorset,
working particularly with those living
with dementia, a cause close to my
heart. I also had a successful foray into
community radio broadcasting while
setting up a new orchestra in North
Dorset with my husband. We continued
to perform fundraising concerts in our woodwind ensemble,
and I took on the post of Director of Music at the Sturminster
Newton Orchestra, which was challenging but immensely
èŀąŢąąóČéʘ
£ÓˉįÓąēÉ°ĻÓÏˉĻēˉ[ēįĻïˉ£°ąÓĳˉóČˉɾɼɽʄˉ°ČÏˉċŀĳóÉˉï°ĳˉÈÓÓČˉ°ˉ
ĻÓįįóŢÉˉĬ°ĳĳĬēįĻˉèēįˉŀĳʘˉCˉ°ċˉĻïįóąąÓÏˉĻēˉï°ŔÓˉÿēóČÓÏˉĻïÓˉĻÓ°ċˉ°Ļˉ
the Cathedral Music Trust. I feel that my new post brings all
of my training and experience together, and – remembering
the conversation with David Willcocks on a wet December
evening in the vestry of Sherborne Abbey – yes, Sir David, you
were right, a career in music has been hard work, and yes, it
is extremely rewarding, and yes, it is leading to working with
some amazing people.
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New DRs
Robert Harris – Monmouth & Newport
After 25 years in Manchester, I now
live in a hilltop cottage overlooking
almost the entire Diocese of
ZēČċēŀĻïˉ ̒ˉ [ÓŕĬēįĻʘˉ Cˉ ŕ°ĳˉ °ˉ
chorister in my childhood and have
been involved in choral music ever
since. My tastes are broad – a recent
discovery is James MacMillan’s Vidi
Aquam – but I inevitably settle upon
ĻïÓˉįÓąóéóēŀĳˉċŀĳóÉˉēèˉɽʃĻïʵÉÓČĻŀįŗˉCĻ°ąŗʙˉ9Óįċ°Čŗʙˉ$Čéą°ČÏˉ
and Latin America.
Cˉ ÿēóČÓÏˉ 8Zˉ óČˉ ɾɼɽʁˉ °ČÏˉ ï°ŔÓˉ ÓČÿēŗÓÏˉ ĳēċÓˉ ÓŖÉÓąąÓČĻˉ
9°ĻïÓįóČéĳʘˉ Cˉ èÓÓąˉ Ļï°Ļˉ Cˉ ï°ŔÓˉ °ˉ ïÓ°Ïˉ ĳĻ°įĻˉ óČˉ Ļï°Ļˉ Cˉ °ąįÓ°Ïŗˉ
know many of the musical faces in Newport, Abergavenny
°ČÏˉĳĂʘˉCˉï°ŔÓˉŕ°ĻÉïÓÏˉóČˉ°Ïċóį°ĻóēČˉ°ĳˉ įˉ$ċċ°ˉ9óÈÈóČĳˉ
has worked wonders with Newport Cathedral Choir.
My initial plans as DR are to determine the needs of
ÓŖóĳĻóČéˉ ZēČċēŀĻïˉ ̒ˉ [ÓŕĬēįĻˉ ċÓċÈÓįĳʘˉ Cˀąąˉ ĻïÓČˉ Ļįŗˉ °ČÏˉ
recruit from our (normally) thriving local choral societies.
They sing and love our cathedral music, so why aren’t they
ŕóĻïˉŀĳʟʝ
Alistair Timmis – York
My musical interests are very much inspired
by York Minster, with its wonderful choir
and organ, and also by my formative years
Ĭą°ŗóČéˉĻïÓˉŢČÓˉóČČĳˉēįé°Čˉ°ĻˉĻïÓˉZÓĻïēÏóĳĻˉ
church near York where my family lived. I
have held various parish church organist
ĬēĳĻĳˉ °ČÏˉ ÉŀįįÓČĻąŗˉ °ÉÉēċĬ°Čŗˉ ĻïÓˉ zŀĳÓŗˉ
Consort in Leeds, also singing bass with
them. In my professional life, I work as a
manager within public transport.
I am very much looking forward to being the DR for
York, given the musical excellence we are so fortunate
to enjoy here. It is of course a strange time for all of us,
but nevertheless some thoughts exist about what future
9°ĻïÓįóČéĳˉċ°ŗˉąēēĂˉąóĂÓˉ°ĳˉĳēēČˉ°ĳˉŕÓˉÉ°ČˉÓČÿēŗˉĻïÓċˉēČÉÓˉ
again. I am particularly interested in deepening outreach
through profound and moving musical experiences and
working alongside our superb local musicians to further
this agenda. Do come and say hello if you spot me (possibly
behind a face mask!).
Graham Thorpe – Bradford
I began working as Assistant
óįÓÉĻēįˉ ēèˉ ZŀĳóÉˉ °Ļˉ į°ÏèēįÏˉ
°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉ óČˉ ÓĬĻÓċÈÓįˉ ɾɼɽʅʙˉ
returning to my native North
after spending a number of years
in London studying at the Royal
Academy and Royal College of
Music respectively. While studyʵ
ing for my MMus (I specialised
in English Romantic repertoire),
Cˉ °ąĳēˉ ïÓąÏˉ ĻïÓˉ zÓĻĻċ°Čˉ aįé°Čˉ

Scholarship at the London Oratory, gaining experience of traʵ
ditional Roman Catholic liturgical music performed to the
ïóéïÓĳĻˉĳĻ°ČÏ°įÏĳʘˉzįóēįˉĻēˉĻïóĳʙˉCˉŕ°ĳˉĻïÓˉ°ĳĳóĳĻ°ČĻˉēįé°ČóĳĻˉ
°ĻˉĻˉZóÉï°ÓąˀĳʙˉēįČïóąąˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉēįé°ČˉĳÉïēą°įˉ°Ļˉ9ŀóąÏèēįÏˉ
Cathedral.
At the cathedral, I accompany the weekly services,
manage the concert series and assist with chorister training
and directing. I particularly love working as an accompanist:
for the church, soloists, or even repping for rehearsals of
Candide! It was always my dream to become a cathedral
ēįé°ČóĳĻʙˉ °ČÏˉ ĳēˉ Cˉ °ċˉ ÏÓąóéïĻÓÏˉ Ļēˉ ï°ŔÓˉ ÉēċÓˉ Ļēˉ į°ÏèēįÏˉ
Cathedral. I am thoroughly looking forward to being DR for
į°ÏèēįÏˉ°ČÏˉéÓĻĻóČéˉóČŔēąŔÓÏˉŕóĻïˉZˉ°ÉĻóŔóĻóÓĳʘ
We also have a new DR for St Davids, Richard Hayward

In memoriam
David George Seward
zįēèÓĳĳēį˂zÓĻÓį˂ēŗČÓʓ˂8ēįċÓį˂8Z˂ï°óįċ°Čʓ˂ŕįóĻÓĳʕ
David Seward, our pioneerʵ
ing and greatly respected
Representative for Australia
èįēċˉ ɾɼɽɿˉ Ļēˉ ɾɼɽʄʙˉ ÏóÓÏˉ ēČˉ ɽɾˉ
aÉĻēÈÓįˉą°ĳĻˉŗÓ°įʙˉ°éÓÏˉʃʂʘ
?°ŔóČéˉĻį°óČÓÏˉ°ĳˉ°ˉĬįóċ°įŗˉ
school teacher at St Luke’s
College in Exeter, David marʵ
įóÓÏˉ °įÈ°į°ʙˉ ŕïēċˉ ïÓˉ ï°Ïˉ
met at a Valentine’s Day dance
at their local church whilst still
at school in North London, and
ĻēēĂˉ ïóĳˉ ŢįĳĻˉ ĬēĳĻʙˉ ĻÓ°ÉïóČéˉ
music and sport, at King’s Taunton Junior School. Two headʵ
ships quickly followed in Leicestershire and Nottinghamshire,
ÈÓèēįÓˉïÓˉąÓèĻˉĻïÓˉĻÓ°ÉïóČéˉĬįēèÓĳĳóēČˉóČˉɽʅʄɼˉĻēˉĻ°ĂÓˉŀĬˉ°ˉČÓŕˉ
life in cricket administration.
A very capable cricketer himself (in his youth, he played for
Middlesex Young Amateurs), this really was his dream career.
?Óˉ ŕ°ĳˉ ïóÓèˉ $ŖÓÉŀĻóŔÓˉ ēèˉ ēċÓįĳÓĻˉ ēŀČĻŗˉ įóÉĂÓĻˉ ąŀÈʙˉ
ĻïÓČˉ ?Ó°Ïˉ ēèˉ Z°įĂÓĻóČéˉ °Ļˉ [ēĻĻóČéï°ċĳïóįÓˉ ˉ °ČÏˉ ŢČ°ąąŗˉ
Secretary of Surrey CCC.
CČˉįÓĻóįÓċÓČĻˉóČˉɾɼɼʄʙˉ °ŔóÏˉ°ČÏˉ°įÈ°į°ˉÏÓÉóÏÓÏˉĻēˉÓċóéį°ĻÓˉ
and settle in Sydney to be closer to their son Jonathan and his
family. Four years later, David contacted Rosemary Downey
(then our Recruitment Manager) saying that, as an FCM
ċÓċÈÓįʙˉïÓˉŕ°ĳˉÏóĳ°ĬĬēóČĻÓÏˉĻēˉŢČÏˉČēˉ8Zˉ°ÉĻóŔóĻŗˉĻïÓįÓʙˉĳēˉóèˉ
ĳïÓˉŕēŀąÏˉĳÓČÏˉïóċˉĳēċÓˉċÓċÈÓįĳïóĬˉįÓÉįŀóĻċÓČĻˉąÓ°ţÓĻĳˉïÓˉ
would do something about it. Rosemary seized the opportunity
ŕóĻïˉ°ą°ÉįóĻŗˉ°ČÏˉĬÓįĳŀ°ÏÓÏˉïóċˉĻēˉÈÓˉēŀįˉēèŢÉó°ąˉŀĳĻį°ąó°Čˉ
‘DR’ (albeit his ‘diocese’ would be a whole vast country!).
That marked the beginning of an amazing period for ‘FCM
Down Under’. In next to no time, David had established a thriving
8Zˉ ČÓĻŕēįĂˉ °ČÏˉ ĬŀÈąóÉˉ ĬįēŢąÓʙˉ ŕóĻïˉ ċ°Čŗˉ óČÏóŔóÏŀ°ąˉ °ČÏˉ
corporate members (including Australia’s national broadcaster,
ʰʘ Despite increasingly serious health issues, he went on
to organise, even when hospitalised, three memorable Festal
ïēį°ąˉ$ŔÓČĳēČéĳˉóČˉŗÏČÓŗˉ°ČÏˉēČÓˉóČˉÓ°ÉïˉēèˉįóĳÈ°ČÓˉ°ČÏˉ
.....Cont.
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Melbourne’s cathedrals, including a specially commissioned
°ČĻïÓċˉèįēċˉOŀČÓˉ[óŖēČˉĻēˉċ°įĂˉēŀįˉ ó°ċēČÏˉOŀÈóąÓÓˉóČˉɾɼɽʂʘˉ
For these outstanding achievements, he received a
ÉēċċÓČÏ°ĻóēČˉ óČˉ ēŀįˉ ɾɼɽʁˉ óÈĻïēįĬˉ ŕ°įÏĳˉ èēįˉ ÓŖÉÓąąÓČÉÓˉ
°ĳˉ °ˉ }ʙˉ ŕóČČóČéˉ ĻïÓˉ ĻēĬˉ °ČČŀ°ąˉ óÈĻïēįĬˉ ŕ°įÏˉ óČˉ ɾɼɽʄˉ ʯóČˉ
this instance, an electronic transfer of funds for a bottle of
champagne to celebrate).
David was an accomplished church organist (in choosing
the music for his funeral, he arranged the Ubi Caritas from
ŀįŀţÔˀĳˉ}ÓĮŀóÓċ to suit the voice of the cantor, Anita Kyle, at
ïóĳˉÉïŀįÉïˉóČˉ[ēįĻïˉŗÏČÓŗʰʘˉ?Óˉŕ°ĳˉ°ąĳēˉ°ˉĂÓÓČˉéēąèÓįʙˉÈÓóČéˉ
particularly delighted to play some prestigious courses with
°įÈ°į°ˉŕïÓČˉĳïÓˉŕ°ĳˉŕēįĂóČéˉóČˉéēąèˉ°ÏċóČóĳĻį°ĻóēČˉŕóĻïˉĻïÓˉ
z9ˉ$ŀįēĬÓ°ČˉēŀįʘˉCČˉè°ÉĻʙˉĳ°ŗĳˉ°įÈ°į°ʙˉʽ?Óˉŕ°ĳˉĮŀóĻÓˉċŀąĻóʵ
talented, though he never did learn to cook!”
}ÓţÓÉĻóČéˉēČˉ °ŔóÏˀĳˉ°ċ°ŞóČéˉÉēČĻįóÈŀĻóēČˉĻēˉ8ZʙˉZóÉï°Óąˉ
Wiles, our former Joint DR Coordinator says, “David was an
inspiration to all our DRs in that he covered a vast area and
showed boundless enthusiasm and energy in pursuing the
FCM’s aims of offering support and friendship to cathedral
choirs and their musical directors. It is so important that we
ĳŀĬĬēįĻˉ É°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉ ċŀĳóÉˉ ŕïÓįÓŔÓįˉ óĻˉ ţēŀįóĳïÓĳˉ °įēŀČÏˉ ĻïÓˉ
world.”
We also remember:
Canon David Baxterˉ ʯĬįóąʰˉ ŕ°ĳˉ zįÓÉÓČĻēįˉ ēèˉ £°ĂÓŢÓąÏˉ
°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉ èįēċˉ ɽʅʄʁʵʅʃʙˉ °ČÏˉ }ˉ èēįˉ £°ĂÓŢÓąÏˉ ÏŀįóČéˉ Ļï°Ļˉ
ĻóċÓʘˉzÓĻÓįˉċóĻïˉįÓÉ°ąąĳˉïóċˉèįēċˉïóĳˉĻóċÓˉ°ĻˉzÓČóĳĻēČÓˉz°įóĳïˉ
ïŀįÉïˉ óČˉ ĻïÓˉ ɽʅʃɼĳˉ °ČÏˉ įÓċÓċÈÓįĳˉ ïóċˉ ÈÓóČéˉ ÓŖĻįÓċÓąŗˉ
ĳŀĬĬēįĻóŔÓˉēèˉĻïÓˉċŀĳóÉˉĻïÓįÓʘˉ?Óˉŕ°ĳˉą°ĻÓįˉ°ČˉïēČēį°įŗˉŔóÉ°įˉ
choral at Carlisle Cathedral.
Ruth Bird ʯOŀąŗʰˉ ŕ°ĳˉ }ˉ èēįˉ ïÓèŢÓąÏˉ èįēċˉ ɽʅʅʃˉ Ļēˉ ɾɼɽɿˉ °ČÏˉ
įÓéŀą°įąŗˉ °ĻĻÓČÏÓÏˉ [°ĻóēČ°ąˉ 9°ĻïÓįóČéĳʘˉ ÓĳÉįóÈÓÏˉ °Ļˉ ïÓįˉ
èŀČÓį°ąˉ Èŗˉ zÓĻÓįˉ į°ÏąÓŗʙˉ Ó°Čˉ ēèˉ ïÓèŢÓąÏʙˉ °ĳˉ °ˉ ÈįÓ°ĂÓįˉ ēèˉ
boundaries in her hospitality, generosity and reaching out to
those of all faiths and none, Ruth was very involved in many
°ĳĬÓÉĻĳˉ ēèˉ ŔēąŀČĻÓÓįóČéˉ °Ļˉ ïÓèŢÓąÏˉ °ĻïÓÏį°ąʘˉ ?Óįˉ èįóÓČÏˉ Oóąąˉ
O’Sullivan describes her as intrepid and determined, and
‘packing more into a week than some people do in a lifetime’,
‘inspiring many to try and deepen their spiritual lives and be
more productive and caring.’
James (Jimmy) Gordon (September) died in post as organist of
ĻˉZ°įĻóČˀĳʵóČʵĻïÓʵ¢ÓąÏʙˉOēï°ČČÓĳÈŀįéˉ°ĻˉĻïÓˉ°éÓˉēèˉʅɾʘˉzįóēįˉĻēˉ
emigrating to South Africa, where he was Director of Music at
ĻˉOēïČˀĳˉēąąÓéÓˉóČˉOēï°ČČÓĳÈŀįéˉèēįˉČÓ°įąŗˉɾɼˉŗÓ°įĳʙˉïÓˉï°Ïˉ
a long history of involvement with choirs in the UK, including
Ļï°Ļˉ ēèˉ £óČÏĳēįˉ z°įóĳïˉ ïŀįÉïʘˉ ˉ ŢČÓˉ ĳóČéÓįˉ °ĳˉ ŕÓąąˉ °ĳˉ °Čˉ
accomplished organist, and held in great affection by many, he
ŕ°ĳˉċ°ÏÓˉ°ˉ8ÓąąēŕˉēèˉĻïÓˉ}ēŗ°ąˉÉïēēąˉēèˉïŀįÉïˉZŀĳóÉˉóČˉɾɼɽɾʘ
Dr Arthur Wills OBE (October), Director of Music at Ely
°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉèįēċˉɽʅʁʅʵʅɼʙˉŕ°ĳˉÏÓĳÉįóÈÓÏˉÈŗˉ$ąŗˀĳˉÉŀįįÓČĻˉ óįÓÉĻēįˉ
ēèˉ ZŀĳóÉʙˉ $ÏċŀČÏˉ ąÏïēŀĳÓʙˉ °ĳˉ ʿ°ˉ ĻēŕÓįóČéˉ ŢéŀįÓˉ óČˉ $Čéąóĳïˉ
cathedral music’. A professor at the Royal Academy of Music for
many years, and an inspiration to many young musicians, he
was also an extremely talented organist and a gifted composer
who, writes Edmund Aldhouse, had ‘a talent for capturing the
mystery and beauty of the written word in music.’
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The Editor offers her sincere apologies for the following
Óįįēįĳ˂óČ˂ŀéŀĳĻʹĳ˂9°ŞÓĻĻÓʑ˂It was Philip Rushforth (Director
ēè˂ZŀĳóÉ˂°Ļ˂ïÓĳĻÓį˂°ĻïÓÏį°ąʩ˂ČēĻ˂zïóąóĬ˂}ŀĳïŕēįĻï˂ŕïē˂ŕ°ĳ˂
made an Associate of the Royal School of Church Music; it was
Roger Sayer (Director of Music at Temple Church, London)
ČēĻ˂}ēÈÓįĻ˂°ŗÓį˂ŕïē˂ŕ°ĳ˂ċ°ÏÓ˂°˂Fellow of the Royal School
of Church Music.
We offer our congratulations on their recent appointments
or honours to:
Stephen Layton, Director of Music at Trinity College
Cambridge, on being awarded an MBE in the Queen’s
óįĻïÏ°ŗˉ?ēČēŀįĳˉąóĳĻʙˉèēįˉĳÓįŔóÉÓĳˉĻē classical music.
Timothy Parsons, currently Assistant Director of Music at
Exeter Cathedral, on being appointed Director of Music at
St Edmundsbury Cathedral.
Christopher Strange, previously Assisting Organist at York
Minster, on being appointed Organist at Peterborough
Cathedral.
The Very Revd Robert Willis, Dean of Canterbury, on being
made a Fellow of the Royal School of Church Music.

The Chorister School’s
next 600 Years
Jane Capon reports:
£óĻïˉċēįÓˉĻï°ČˉʂɼɼˉŗÓ°įĳˉēèˉĳï°įÓÏˉïÓįóĻ°éÓʙˉïÓ Chorister
Éïēēąˉ°ČÏˉ ŀįï°ċˉÉïēēąˉ°įÓˉĻēˉċÓįéÓˉóČˉÓĬĻÓċÈÓįˉɾɼɾɽʘˉˉ
The new Durham Cathedral Schools Foundation will remain
the choir school for Durham Cathedral’s choristers.

The Very Revd Andrew Tremlett, Dean of Durham, said:
“This merger will allow the schools to grow and develop and I
am delighted that we will be safeguarding the choral tradition
in the North East of England for the next generation.” The
Ĭą°ČˉóĳˉĻēˉįÓÉįŀóĻˉ°ˉèŀąąˉÉēċĬąÓċÓČĻˉēèˉʀʄˉÈēŗĳˉ°ČÏˉéóįąĳˉóČˉĻïÓˉ
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ČÓŖĻˉŢŔÓˉŗÓ°įĳʙˉĬįēŔóÏóČéˉÓĮŀ°ąóĻŗˉēèˉēĬĬēįĻŀČóĻŗˉĻēˉ°ˉÈįē°Ïˉ
and diverse base of gifted children.
Sadly, the CSA will be saying farewell to the current
?Ó°Ïċ°ĳĻÓįˉ ēèˉ ïÓˉ ïēįóĳĻÓįˉ Éïēēąˉ óČˉ ĻïÓˉ ĳŀċċÓįʘˉ C°Čˉ
Wicks was for many years Director of Music at Salisbury
°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉÉïēēąˉ°ČÏˉċēŔÓÏˉĻēˉ ŀįï°ċˉóČˉɾɼɽʄʘˉ£ÓąÉēċóČéˉ
the merger, he says: “The new Foundation will build on the
shared history and traditions and create new opportunities
èēįˉ ĳĻ°ÈóąóĻŗˉ°ČÏˉéįēŕĻïˉ ŕóĻïóČˉ °ˉ ɿʵɽʄˉ ÉēÓÏŀÉ°ĻóēČ°ąˉĳÉïēēąˉ
in Durham.
“Furthermore, and fundamental to me, it secures the
future of the Choral Foundation of Durham Cathedral in a
way that will make it possible for any child from the North
$°ĳĻˉ °ČÏˉ ÈÓŗēČÏˉ Ļēˉ ÈÓČÓŢĻˉ èįēċˉ °Čˉ ŀČĬ°į°ąąÓąÓÏˉ ċŀĳóÉ°ąˉ
ÓÏŀÉ°ĻóēČʙˉ °ČÏˉ Ļēˉ ĳóČéˉ Ļēˉ ĻïÓˉ éąēįŗˉ ēèˉ 9ēÏˉ óČˉ ŀįï°ċˉ
°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉįÓé°įÏąÓĳĳˉēèˉĻïÓóįˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉċÓ°Čĳʘʾ
°ąąŗˉ ?°įįēÏʙˉ ĻïÓˉ ÉŀįįÓČĻˉ ?Ó°Ïˉ ēèˉ ēŕˉ ʯ ŀįï°ċʰˉ Éïēēąˉ
ŕóąąˉ ïÓ°Ïˉ ĻïÓˉ ĬįÓĬˉ °ČÏˉ ĬįÓʵĬįÓĬˉ ĳÉïēēąĳˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓˉ ČÓŕˉ
8ēŀČÏ°ĻóēČʘˉzįóēįˉĻēˉïÓįˉ ĻóċÓˉ óČˉ ŀįï°ċʙˉ °ąąŗˉ ŕ°ĳˉ ÓĬŀĻŗˉ
?Ó°Ïˉ°ĻˉTóČÉēąČˉZóČóĳĻÓįˉzįÓĬ°į°ĻēįŗˉÉïēēąʙˉŕïÓįÓˉĳēċÓˉēèˉ
the choristers of Lincoln Cathedral are educated.

culture, and we are delighted to be able to recognise them
in this way.”
It is a great honour for the Friends of Cathedral Music
to be included in the Liber Vitae, in a custom which can
be traced back to the Middle Ages. Durham’s original
monastic Liber Vitae, which arrived in the city in the late
11th century, is in fact the oldest of its type in England. After
many centuries, the custom was revived in the millennium
year.

A Southwark recital
}ĳ˂}óÉï°įÏ˂̋˂°į°ï˂Z°ąóČĳ˂įÓĬēįĻʕ
ïÓˉ8Ó°ĳĻˉēèˉĻïÓˉ$Ŗ°ąĻ°ĻóēČˉēèˉĻïÓˉ?ēąŗˉįēĳĳˉēČˉɽʀˉÓĬĻÓċÈÓįˉ
įÓÉ°ąąĳˉĻïÓˉŢČÏóČéˉēèˉĻïÓˉįŀÓˉįēĳĳˉÈŗˉĻˉ?ÓąÓČ°ʙˉċēĻïÓįˉ
of the Emperor Constantine. It also marks the dedication
ēèˉ ÉïŀįÉïÓĳˉ ÈŀóąĻˉ Èŗˉ ēČĳĻ°ČĻóČÓˉ ēČˉ ĻïÓˉ ĳóĻÓˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓˉ ?ēąŗˉ
Sepulchre and Mount Calvary, and the Cross’s restoration
ĻēˉOÓįŀĳ°ąÓċˉóČˉʂɾʅʘ

Durham Cathedral
recognises FCM

Altenberg Cathedral
zïēĻēʕ˂zóŖ°È°ŗ

On Sunday 22 November, Durham Cathedral hosted its
°ČČŀ°ąˉ ēċċÓċēį°ĻóēČˉ ēèˉ 8ēŀČÏÓįĳˉ °ČÏˉ ÓČÓè°ÉĻēįĳˉ
ĳÓįŔóÉÓʘˉ ïÓˉ ą°ĻÓĳĻˉ ēŔóÏʵɽʅˉ įÓĳĻįóÉĻóēČĳˉ ċÓ°ČĻˉ Ļï°Ļˉ ĻïÓˉ
ĳÓįŔóÉÓˉ ÉēŀąÏˉ ČēĻˉ ÈÓˉ ïÓąÏˉ ĬŀÈąóÉąŗʙˉ ĳēˉ óĻˉ ŕ°ĳˉ ąóŔÓʵĳĻįÓ°ċÓÏˉ
Ŕó°ˉ 8°ÉÓÈēēĂʘˉ ?ēŕÓŔÓįʙˉ óĻˉ ĬįēÉÓÓÏÓÏˉ ċŀÉïˉ °ĳˉ ŀĳŀ°ąʙˉ ŕóĻïˉ
°Čˉ °ÏÏįÓĳĳˉ Èŗˉ ĻïÓˉ ¢óÉÓʵï°ČÉÓąąēįˉ ēèˉ ŀįï°ċˉ ČóŔÓįĳóĻŗʙˉ
zįēèÓĳĳēįˉĻŀ°įĻˉēįÈįóÏéÓʘ

zïēĻēʕ˂OēïČ˂ĻĻąÓ

The service culminated in a sacred litany and the reading
out of the names of benefactors whose time and resources
have been used to support the cathedral’s life and work.
This year, the community chose to honour the Friends
of Cathedral Music, which means that the name of the
organisation will now be inscribed in the cathedral’s Liber
VitaeˉʯēēĂˉēèˉTóèÓʰʘ
Z°ĻĻïÓŕˉ Zóąąĳʙˉ }Óą°ĻóēČĳïóĬˉ ̒ˉ ÓŔÓąēĬċÓČĻˉ Z°Č°éÓįˉ °Ļˉ
Durham, says: “Now, more than ever, as we come to terms
ŕóĻïˉ ĻïÓˉ óċĬ°ÉĻˉ ēèˉ ēŔóÏʵɽʅʙˉ ĻïÓˉ É°ĻïÓÏį°ąˀĳˉ ÈÓČÓè°ÉĻēįĳˉ
°įÓˉ°ˉĳēŀįÉÓˉēèˉÉēČĳĻ°ČĻˉ°ČÏˉċŀÉïʵČÓÓÏÓÏˉĳŀĬĬēįĻʘˉCĻˉóĳˉ°ˉ
privilege for us that so many individuals and organisations
are prepared to give of themselves to safeguard and advance
our mission through worship, hospitality, heritage and

At Southwark Cathedral, last year the feast coincided
with the resumption of lunchtime recitals post lockdown,
°ˉŕÓąÉēċÓˉįÓĻŀįČˉʯ°ąÈÓóĻˉŀČèēįĻŀČ°ĻÓąŗˉĳïēįĻʵąóŔÓÏʰˉĻēˉąóŔÓˉ
music at the cathedral. Included in the recital, in which
Stephen Disley played the Lewis organ, was a performance
of The Fourteen Stations of the Cross by Alan Ridout. This
moving piece, which is little known and rarely recorded,
ŕ°ĳˉ ŕįóĻĻÓČˉ óČˉ ɽʅʃʄʙˉ °ČÏˉ ŕ°ĳˉ ĳŀééÓĳĻÓÏˉ Ļēˉ }óÏēŀĻˉ ʯɽʅɿʀʵ
ʅʂʰˉ Èŗˉ ĻïÓˉ ĳÉŀąĬĻŀįÓÏˉ įÓąóÓèĳˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓˉ Ļ°ĻóēČĳˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓˉ įēĳĳˉ
at Altenberg Cathedral (formerly a Cistercian monastic
ÉïŀįÉïʰˉ óČˉ 9Óįċ°Čŗʘˉ aįóéóČ°ąąŗˉ óČĻÓČÏÓÏˉ Ļēˉ ÈÓˉ ĬÓįèēįċÓÏˉ
ą°ĳĻˉ $°ĳĻÓįʙˉ ĻïÓˉ ċŀĳóÉˉ ÉēČĳóĳĻĳˉ ēèˉ ɽʀˉ ċēŔÓċÓČĻĳʙˉ Ó°Éïˉ ēèˉ
which was introduced at the recital by the Dean, The Very
Revd Andrew Nunn.
ïÓˉ įÓÉóĻ°ąˉ ÏįÓŕˉ °Čˉ °ĬĬįÓÉó°ĻóŔÓˉ °ŀÏóÓČÉÓˉ ēèˉ ĳēċÓˉ ʁɼˉ
people, including a number of members of FCM.
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A short stay in Ripon
zÓĻÓį˂£įóéïĻ˂įÓĬēįĻĳʕ
CˉįÓĻóįÓÏˉèįēċˉēŀĻïŕ°įĂˉ°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉóČˉŀéŀĳĻˉɾɼɽʅˉ°èĻÓįˉɿɼˉŗÓ°įĳˉĻïÓįÓʘˉCĻˉï°ÏˉÈÓÓČˉĻïÓˉ
perfect job for me, but I was ready to say farewell to meetings, admin and the stress of
running the music in a very busy cathedral. I had work in place for the immediate future
– recitals, conducting, accompanying, teaching – and was looking forward to a new life in
which I had more control.
Then came lockdown and all my plans disappeared, one after another. Much as I love
having time to practise, read and socialise, I badly needed a project of some kind. Then,
out of nowhere, I received an email from the Director of Operations at Ripon Cathedral
asking whether I would be interested in acting as interim Director of Music during an
interregnum. This sounded just what I needed and, indeed, the role has turned out to be
an answer to prayer. I have been delighted to discover a wealth of talent and enthusiasm in
Ripon among the resident organists, lay clerks and choristers, although, of course, life has
ÈÓÓČˉè°įˉèįēċˉ Ó°ĳŗʘˉïÓˉÏ°ŗˉCˉċēŔÓÏˉïÓįÓʙˉĻïÓˉzįóċÓˉZóČóĳĻÓįˉ°ČČēŀČÉÓÏˉĻïÓˉ[ēŔÓċÈÓįˉ
lockdown. Nevertheless, we managed to maintain a programme of streamed services with
the lay clerks, and Zoom rehearsals with the choristers. In December, we had live rehearsals
°ČÏˉįÓĻŀįČÓÏˉĻēˉĻïÓˉÉ°ĻïÓÏį°ąˉèēįˉįÓéŀą°įˉĳŀČéˉŕēįĳïóĬʙˉóČÉąŀÏóČéˉèēŀįˉÉ°įēąˉĳÓįŔóÉÓĳʘˉŀĻˉ
ČēŕˉŕÓˉŢČÏˉēŀįĳÓąŔÓĳˉóČˉ°ČēĻïÓįʙˉċēįÓˉĳÓŔÓįÓˉąēÉĂÏēŕČʘˉCĻˉóĳˉŔÓįŗˉèįŀĳĻį°ĻóČéʙˉÈŀĻˉĻïÓˉŕóąąˉ
°ČÏˉĳŀĬĬēįĻˉèēįˉċ°óČĻ°óČóČéˉĻïÓˉĻį°ÏóĻóēČˉóĳˉïÓ°įĻʵŕ°įċóČéʘˉČÏˉĻïÓˉĳŀĬÓįÈˉÈŀóąÏóČéˉ°ČÏˉ
óĻĳˉŢČÓˉēįé°Čʙˉ°ąēČéˉŕóĻïˉĻïÓˉĳĻŀČČóČéˉĳŀįįēŀČÏóČéˉÉēŀČĻįŗĳóÏÓʙˉ°įÓˉįÓ°ĳēČĳˉĻēˉįÓÿēóÉÓʘ

Returning York Minster
to full voice
Ben Morris, Assistant Director of Music at York Minster, writes:
For York Minster, one of the beacons of light at the end of
ąēÉĂÏēŕČˀĳˉąēČéˉĻŀČČÓąˉï°ĳˉÈÓÓČˉĻïÓˉÉēċĬąÓĻóēČˉēèˉĻïÓˉēČÉÓʵ
°ʵÉÓČĻŀįŗˉ įÓĳĻēį°ĻóēČˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓˉ éį°ČÏˉ ēįé°Čˉ ʯĳÓÓˉ °ąĳē CV29).
CČóĻó°ąąŗˉ ÏŀÓˉ Ļēˉ ÉēČÉąŀÏÓˉ óČˉ [ēŔÓċÈÓįˉ ɾɼɾɼʙˉ ĻïÓˉ ĬįēÿÓÉĻˉ
has thankfully only been delayed by a few months, with
ŕēįĂˉÉēČĻóČŀóČéˉÈēĻïˉóČˉĻïÓˉZóČĳĻÓįˉ°ČÏˉóČˉĻïÓˉ?°įįóĳēČˉ̒ˉ
?°įįóĳēČˉ ŕēįĂĳïēĬˉ óČˉ ŀįï°ċˉ ĻïįēŀéïēŀĻˉ °ąąˉ ÈŀĻˉ ĻïÓˉ ĳĻ°įĻˉ
of the pandemic.
£ïÓČˉĻïÓˉŢįĳĻˉąēÉĂÏēŕČˉÈÓé°ČˉóČˉZ°įÉïˉɾɼɾɼʙˉĻïÓˉÉÓČĻįÓˉ
of the Minster was full of scaffolding around an empty
ēįé°ČˉÉ°ĳÓʙˉ°ĳˉóĻˉï°ÏˉÈÓÓČˉèēįˉɽʄˉċēČĻïĳˉÈŗˉĻï°ĻˉĬēóČĻʘˉĳˉŕÓˉ
emerged into the summer with its easing of restrictions, so
ĻïÓˉēįé°Čˉéį°Ïŀ°ąąŗˉįÓʵÓċÓįéÓÏʚˉŢįĳĻʙˉĬóĬÓĳˉįÓĻŀįČÓÏˉŕóĻïˉ°ˉ
įÓČÓŕÓÏˉéąÓ°ċʙˉČÓŖĻˉĳÉ°èèēąÏóČéˉįÓċēŔÓÏʘˉïÓˉŢČ°ąˉĳĻ°éÓˉʷˉ
ĻïÓˉŔēóÉóČéˉʷˉÓČĳŀįÓĳˉĻï°ĻˉÓŔÓįŗˉĬóĬÓˉʯēŔÓįˉʁʙɼɼɼˉēèˉĻïÓċʰˉóČˉ
the instrument speaks with just the right pitch, volume and
tone. Once this is completed in early March, the grand organ
ŕóąąˉĳēŀČÏˉēČÉÓˉ°é°óČʙˉ°èĻÓįˉ°ˉïó°ĻŀĳˉēèˉĻŕēʵ°ČÏʵ°ʵï°ąèˉŗÓ°įĳˉ
and one pandemic. Expect fanfares!

The organ in the car park

NIIOC 2020
ïįÓÓˉŗēŀČéˉ9Óįċ°Čˉēįé°ČóĳĻĳˉĻēēĂˉĻïÓˉĻēĬˉĻïįÓÓˉĬą°ÉÓĳˉóČˉ
the tenth Northern Ireland International Organ Competition.
ŕÓČĻŗʵŗÓ°įˉēąÏˉT°ŀį°ˉÉïą°ĬĬ°ˉèįēċˉŀŖï°ŔÓČˉ(below) won
ĻïÓˉŢįĳĻˉĬįóŞÓʙˉŕóĻïˉOēČ°ĳˉÉï°ŀÓįˉóČˉĳÓÉēČÏˉĬą°ÉÓˉ°ČÏˉOēĳŀ°ˉ
¢ÓąĻÓČˉóČˉĻïóįÏʘˉ ŀÓˉĻēˉēŔóÏʵɽʅʙˉĻïÓˉÉēċĬąÓĻóēČˉĻēēĂˉĬą°ÉÓˉ
virtually at the end of November, with an online results
ceremony taking place via Zoom on 9 December.
8ēįˉ ĻïÓˉ ŢČ°ąʙˉ T°ŀį°ʙˉ ŕïēˉ óĳˉ ÉŀįįÓČĻąŗˉ ĳĻŀÏŗóČéˉ ÉïŀįÉïˉ
music at the University of Music in Detmold, performed J S
°ÉïˀĳˉFugue in D majorʙˉĻïÓˉÉïÓįŞÓĻĻˉ[ēʘˉɽʀˉèįēċˉɹɽ˂zóÓÉÓĳ˂
in Free Style by Louis Vierne, and the Toccata Op. 9 by Jean
9ŀóąąēŀʘ
The competition’s jury was chaired by David Titterington,
?Ó°Ïˉ ēèˉ aįé°Čˉ °Ļˉ ĻïÓˉ }ēŗ°ąˉ É°ÏÓċŗˉ ēèˉ ZŀĳóÉˉ °ČÏˉ įĻóĳĻóÉˉ
Director of the St Albans International Organ Festival.
ʽïÓˉ ĳĻ°ČÏ°įÏˉ ŕ°ĳˉ ĳóċĬąŗˉ ÿ°ŕʵÏįēĬĬóČéʙʾˉ ïÓˉ ĳ°ŗĳʘˉ ʽ8įēċˉ
the evidence of this year’s competition, the future of organ
performance at the highest level is secure and there is much
to celebrate.”

zïēĻēʕ˂Z°ĻĻïó°ĳ˂Qąóċ°ČÓĂ
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